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Introduction

One of the challenges facing the modern academic teacher is to instill in students the idea of scientific work
and to point them to the possibility of gaining first professional experience by active participation in the student scientific movement.
Conferences have been and remain an important element of the scientists’ professional activity. They are
an important forum that connects the research community and serves as a platform for disseminating
knowledge and establishing cooperation. In the era of rapid technological changes that fundamentally affect how the research community interacts and communicates, scientific conferences remain important
checkpoints in creating scientific networks, transferring knowledge and, as a result, developing science and
building individual careers [1,2]. For young scientists, the conference is an excellent forum for establishing
contacts with both peers and experts in a given field. It is also a place where the thought is exchanged on
an equal footing. The common denominator is, above all, the pursuit of new knowledge [3,4]. In addition to
traditional paper sessions, poster sessions can also be an attractive form of presenting theses and research
results [5], especially for those starting a scientific career. As a form of communication, the poster may become
the first tool the students use during active participation in seminars and conferences [6].
Scientific work, along with its importance and ethos, should be promoted among students from the very
start of the educational process. Piquing scientific inquisitiveness of the students at a young age can pay off in
their future scientific and professional career. This inquisitiveness should then be reinforced with the gradually
expanded range of research tools which not only support the process but also facilitate access to scientific
information and the possibility of presenting and confronting one's thoughts. The first of these tools can be
a poster session
The poster session is an element of the scientific conference, which includes a discussion at the scientific
posters posted in the public area. Usually, poster sessions are woven into scientific conference programs
in such a way that they do not interfere with other forms of presentation, e.g. paper sessions. The poster
session allows the audience to interact with each other and with the author, enabling a direct, usually intimate,
discussion of the poster content
The basic goal of the poster presentation is to demonstrate the results or directions of own research, the issues
the author deals with. It is also to interest the conference participants in the presented topic and to establish
direct contact with the poster audience, including making new scientific acquaintances.
A virtual student poster session opened the 12thInternational Scientific Conference of the College
of Management and Quality Sciencesof the Cracow University of Economics – CMQ 2020, which was part
of the celebration of the 95th anniversary of the Cracow University of Economics. Ninety-one posters were
selected from over one hundred submitted on the Moodle platform, and made available for all interested
parties. Out of all published posters, the Poster Commission chose eighteen. Their authors were invited
to a public presentation during a virtual session on the Zoom platform.

The posters were presented in two parts. In the first part, the students presented and discussed:
• The development potential of startups operating in the virtual and augmented reality markets (VR/AR),
• The impact of regional smart specializations on the development of the enterprises operating in the IT/
ICT sector, as well as creative and leisure time industries,
• What the mythical unicorn is, and in which sectors are startups most often given the unicorn status,
• The chance for innovative startups to grow during the COVID-19 epidemic and how the biotechnology
and financial sectors can take advantage of the pandemic-related market changes,
• How local government units – and especially municipalities – change along with the changes in the
immediate and distant environment,
• Whether Polish cities fit into the smart city concept,
• How local government can support the development of business initiatives,
• Whether systemic support for the development of business innovation affect the development of
startup initiatives.
In the second part of the meeting, students focused on issues related to effective startup management and the
determinants of startup functioning in a turbulent environment. The discussed issues included:
• The secret of UBER's success,
• The startup support system offered in Israel,
• The elements of the national and regional startup development ecosystem, andMałopolska province’s
potential in this respect,
• Whetherthe cooperation between startups and corporations needed, who leverages it and what is the
experience of Polish capital groups in this area,
• The benefits of split payment for innovative enterprises,
• Whether public support of R&D projects can accelerate the development of high-tech enterprises
(e.g. the Hyper Poland project),
• What tools should be used to verify the credibility of contractors,
• Whether it is possible to run a stable business in a dynamic environment, and what this stability is.
In the discussion, the students' comments were often supported by their own practical experience, which
further enhanced the value of the presentation.
Nearly 200 participants attended the session: students and CUE researchers, but also businesspeople, representatives of the business environment institutions, researchers from other Krakow's universities, as well as
from foreign research centers. Participants of the session appreciated the high level of posters and answers
provided by the students, supported by knowledge of subject literature, international publications and official
statistics. The paper is a presentation of posters accepted by the committees.
The submitted paper would not have been possible without the support of a large group of people. We would
like to thank the Chairman of the Organizing Committee of the 12th International Scientific Conference of the
College of Management and Quality Sciences of the Cracow University of Economics, Prof. Janusz Nesterak,
Dean of the College of Management and Quality Sciences, Prof. Bernard Ziębicki, and Prof. AgataNiemczyk for
the support in the publishing process.
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Erasmus as a tool to promote cities and regions
Alicja Popiel, Joanna Natkaniec, Justyna Ptak, Sandra Skowron, Marta Bogdanowska

FUNCIONS OF PROMOTION

INTRODUCTION
Promotion in territorial marketing should be treated as a whole of activities
related to communication of a territorial unit with its environment, including
information about economic, tourist and cultural values of the city, convincing
about its attractiveness and inducing to purchase or consume territorial subproducts. Promotional activities of cities are most often aimed at attracting
potential investors, tourists and shaping proper relations between the local
government and the local community1. One such promotional activity may be
the Erasmus programme, which shapes the image and perception of cities and
regions and can contribute to their development. The project aims to prove that
Erasmus can be one of the tools to promote cities and regions.

INTEGRATIVE
COMPETITIVE

STIMULATING

The first one refers to the local community and aims to strengthen
the ties between its members. The second aims to increase the
degree of identification with the area under consideration and to
create specific, desirable attitudes towards it. The competitive
function exists between individual territorial units which compete
for aid funds, investors, tourists, etc 3.

PROMOTION INSTRUMENTS

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PROMOTION

From a wide range of instruments and promotion measures space, the set
comes first, which can be included into general promotion, targeted at all
target groups, aimed at is to help create the desired image of the region. Tools
used for shaping or modification the image is appropriately selected and used
visually and stylistically means of expression, such as: logo, characteristic
colors, coat of arms, flag, advertising slogan, which allow a permanent
presentation of the region, due to which contribute to increasing its popularity
and obtaining positive associations with it2.

Depending on the recipient, the promotion can be divided into:
internal and external. Internal promotion is carried out in an internal
environment. Its aim is to shape the image of the spatial unit and
gain acceptance for the initiated actions, and even to encourage
cooperation of the local community. External promotion takes place
in the external environment. It serves to attract the interest of
tourists, capital and to shape a positive image among these groups4.

ADVERTISEMENT

PR AND PUBLICITY

ACTIVATION OF
SCALES

EVENTS

PERSONEL
PROMOTION AND
DIRECT MARKETING

Type of recipient
Product type

NEW
SOLUTIINNOATIVEON
S

STUDY HYPOTHESIS
 Erasmus contributes to the promotion of cities and regions
 Erasmus provides opportunities for urban development and encourages
people to go back to their destination

Have you encouraged your
friends to go to your Erasmus
destination?

External

Economic

external economic
promotion

Social

internal social
promotion

external social
promotion

Cultural

internal cultural
promotion

external cultural
promotion

11%
19%

When you returned to Poland,
did you promote the region
where you were on Erasmus in
any way? (If so, how?)

12%
47%
11%

I didn't promote

Other forms of promotion

I've promoted trought photos and Slideshows

I was telling my friends about my stay

I've promoted trought social media

Source: Own research.

10%

94% of the respondents claim that the Erasmus programme gives a
chance to develop a given region/city. After returning to Poland, the
most frequent forms of promoting the visited region/city were: social
media, photos and slideshows, conversations with friends and others.
11% did not promote.

90%

Yes

Internal
internal economic
promotion

Source: Marks M.: Typy ĚǌŝĂųĂŷ promocyjnych podejmowanych w gminach wiejskich.
W: Marketing Terytorialny. Studia KPZK PAN 2002, nr CXII, s. 217.

The survey was conducted in March - April 2020 via Google form. The aim of the
survey was to examine the impact of the Erasmus programme on the promotion
of cities and regions. The survey was attended by 100 people. Most of the
respondents - in terms of frequency - participated in the Erasmus programme
once. The largest number of respondents declared their participation in the
programme in 2020-2019. The vast majority of respondents declared that they
plan to return to the region in the future. Respondents most often declared
their participation in Erasmus in the following countries: Spain (Barcelona,
Madrid), Portugal (Lisbon, Porto), Italy (Milan, Bologna), Germany (Frankfurt,
Bonn) and Slovenia (Maribor, Ljubljana).

90% of the respondents encouraged their
friends to take part in Erasmus and visit
their place/region. 97% of the respondents
have good memories of their stay at
Erasmus. 78% of respondents think that the
region/city they visited is very attractive to
tourists, 19% that it is on average attractive
to tourists and only 3% that it is not
attractive to tourists.

Typology of promotional activities in the commune

No

CONCLUSIONS

Source: Own research.
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¾ A trip to the Erasmus programme is one of the instruments for
promoting cities and regions.
¾ Thanks to the Erasmus programme, cities and regions have a
chance to develop by disseminating information about their positive
qualities, which affects their image and further promotion.
¾ The most popular methods of promotion of the visited city/region
among Erasmus people are: social media, photos and slideshows and
conversations with friends and relatives.

EVENTS AS THE TOOLS IN BUILDING A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
DĂųŐŽƌǌĂƚĂ&ƌĂŶĐǌǇŬ͕ĚƌŝĂŶŶĂ:ħǌǇŬ͕tŝŽůĞƚƚĂ<ŽĐƵƌĞŬ͕KůĞŬƐĂŶĚƌĂ<ƵǌŶĞƚƐŽǀĂ͕ůĞŬƐĂŶĚƌĂEŽǁŽǁŝĞũƐŬĂ

HYPOTHESIS

INTRODUCTION
Strong competition has forced the city
authorities to create clear images of their own
centers, based on important and unique
characteristics. Competitiveness is often defined
as the ability to compete effectively (and thus to
be better) within certain structures, over a given
period of time. In relation to a country, region or
city, competitiveness means the ability to build
and maintain an increasingly better quality of life
for its inhabitants.

1.
2.
3.

The competitiveness of a city can be considered from
different points of view, also from the point of view of
its tourist attractiveness. It will then be understood as
the ability to effectively compete in the area of tourism
with other cities [Hernik, 2014].

Events increase competitiveness of cities and regions
Events help to create a positive image of the city
Events help to gain loyalty

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of the research is to determine the
consequences of organizing events that affect the
competitiveness of cities and to identify the factors
influencing the magnitude of the generated impacts.

Among many elements shaping the
competitiveness of tourist regions
(including cities) are events.

EVENT MARKETING
Create the
image of the
city

Counteract
seasonality

Event marketing features the active
participation of target groups in the
communication process

Increase
investment
attractiveness

Help conquer
nd
new markets and
ts
tourist segments

ROLE AND
IMPACT OF
EVENTS

Interaction
Immersion

Event marketing has a unique feature bidirectionality. It allows, thanks to organized
events, to influence selected entities by
presenting their own ideas. At the same time,
thanks to direct contact, it allows to get to
know the attitudes and opinions of the entities
it affects.

Source of
revenue

Enrich the local
tourist product

Involvement

Influx of new
tourists

Intensity
Individuality
Innovation
Integrity

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research process was divided into two stages:
2. A survey conducted among people participating in the selected events
1. Analysis of chosen New Year’s Eve events in Zakopane and Chorzów
For the purpose of the survey, we have chosen two cities: Zakopane (DĂųŽƉŽůƐŬŝĞ
Voivodeship) and Chorzów (Silesian Voivodeship), where the event was organized
by Katowice authorities. Due to the fact that the events organized in these cities
are among the most popular in Poland, it can be concluded that they play an
important role in building a competitive advantages of these cities and regions.
Zakopane

Test method: online survey among 139 respodents
Test period: 15.04.2020-23.04.2020
Form: 4 single-choice closed questions and one question with a
phenomenon evaluation according to the given scale

Chorzów
40 000 participants

Promotion: advertising spots, broad
presentation by TVP 2, media resources, city
authority, activity in social networks

Promotion: advertising spots, wide
presentation by Polsat, media resources, city
authority, activity in social networks

Orientation towards the involvement of as many
participants and viewers as possible

Orientation on promotion of the region as
tourist destination

20 artists, foreign artists invited. Program based
on the performances of the greatest stars of
polish stage.

20 artists, foreign artists invited. Program based
on popular polish music and dance hits

Age Group

67 000 participants

>65

LQ

2,90%

46 - 65

15,10%

27 - 45

25,90%

18 - 26
<18

LQ

47,50%
8,50%

Chart 1: age groups of respondents, source: own data

From all people who participated (139) in our research, 34,9% joined New Year’s
Eve in Chorzów. 65,1% was then in Zakopane. The biggest group of them, 27,1% of
people have to cover the distance 100-150km.

Table 1: informations about events, source: own elaboration

RESULTS
I have changed
my opinion for
better
I have changed
my opinion for
worse
My opinion has
not changed

41%

Question from the
survey: Have you
changed your mind
about this city after
the event?

50,4%

CONCLUSIONS
Question from the survey: On a scale of 1 to 5, which
of the following aspects influenced your choice of
event?
Aspect

The degree of influence
over decisions

Event program

Definitely influenced (38%)

8,60%

Chart 2: Opinions of people about citeis after the events,
source: own data

14,40%

Definitely influenced (61%)
Definitely influenced (44%)

Advertising campaign

Rather influenced (31%)

Attachment to the media
patron

Definitely not influenced
(26%)

A positive opinion about the
city

Definitely influenced (29%)

Yes

Question from the
survey: Are you going
to visit this city again?

85,60%

No

Chart 3: Procent of people (non)interested in coming back to chosen city,
source: own data

REFERENCES

Artists
Tourist attractiveness of the
city







 The chart numer 1 shows that
events help to build positive
image of the city.
 The chart numer 2 shows that
events knock down the loyalty of
tourists
 The most important thing is the
program and selection of artists.
As you can see from the table
numer 2, the image of the city
influences the choice of the
event.

Table 2, source: own elaboration

ŝĞƑůŝŬŽǁƐŬŝ K., Kantyka J., Wykorzystanie wielkich ǁǇĚĂƌǌĞŷ w promocji miasta – na ƉƌǌǇŬųĂĚǌŝĞ Katowic, [w:] „Zeszyty Naukowe Uczelni sŝƐƚƵůĂ͕͟ nr 40 (2015).
Hoyle L. H., Event Marketing How to Successfully promote events, festivals, conventions and expositions, John Wiley & Sons, Inc, New York 2002.
Kalinowska-ĞůĞǍŶŝŬ A., Sidorkiewicz M., Event jako ŶĂƌǌħĚǌŝĞ marketingu terytorialnego na ƉƌǌǇŬųĂĚǌŝĞ ĚǌŝĂųĂůŶŽƑĐŝ 'ĚĂŷƐŬ Convention Bureau, [w:] „Zeszyty Naukowe Uczelni sŝƐƚƵůĂ͕͟ nr 40 (2015).
Wood E. H., Event Marketing: Measuring an experience?, 7th International Marketing Trends Congress – Jan 17th /19th Venice.
Hernik J., Turystyczna ŬŽŶŬƵƌĞŶĐǇũŶŽƑđ miasta – determinanty, [w:] "Marketing i Rynek" nr 10, 2014, s. 70-76

Events as the tools in building a competitive advantage
M. Franczyk, A. Język, W. Kocurek, O. Kuznetsova, A. Nowowiejska
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FUNCTION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
UNIT’S IMAGE IN TOURIST TRAVEL
IMAGE OF THE CITY

CITY IMAGE CATEGORIES

There are many definitions of the city's image, but the most
accurate and simple to understand is the definition of W.C. Gartner
and J.D. Hunt, who describe it as „the impression an individual has
about a place where he does not live.” [Gartner, Hunt, 1987]

UNIVERSAL IMAGE - it is used by cities that have created a very strong and lasting
image among visitors. It is a method that is based on encouraging tourists to choose a given
city. It is based on the stereotypes and history of the place,
INDUCED IMAGE - this image is created with a combination of marketing tools with the
desire to build specific associations that determine a given place,

OTHER TYPES OF CITY IMAGE INCLUDE:
NCLUDE:
z
z
z
z

positive image,
negative image,
assorted image,
own image. [Kizielewicz, 2013]

EPHEMERALIMAGE - shaped unconsciously and strongly rooted in specific events
taking place in a specific place.
[http://www.wzieu.pl/zn/591/ZN_591.pdf , p. 129 [access: 14.04.2020]]

ĨŽƌĂĐŚĂŶŐĞ

Photo: https://www.katowice.eu/

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this study was getting to know the
opinions of tourists about the image of Katowice and the reasons
why this city is visited. The results of the research can be used by
the city authorities in trying to improve the image and introduce
changes that will attract more visitors and thus support the economy.

Kinga Rosiek
Klaudia 6NRF]HĔ
Magdalena Wawoczny
Weronika Zbróg

HYPOTHESIS:
1.
2.

Before stay, respondents think Katowice has assorted image.
Stay in this tourist place doesn’t have any impact on changing opinion about
Katowice’s image.
Older tourists are less disposed to change assessment of image.

3.

Photo: own source.

THE COGNITIVE-AFFECTIVE THEORY OF TOURIST
SATISFACTION [Chi, Qu, 2008]

TEST METHOD: online survey
TEST PERIOD: 12-20.04
RESEARCH SAMPLE: 165 people

Gender: woman
Age: 19-25 years old

1. The more positive image of the reception area, the greater expectations.
Professional status: student
Financial situation: adequate

THE AVERAGE
RESPONDENT
2. The higher expectations, the higher level of verification during stay.

ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL
ASPECTS OF KATOWICE (scale of the evaluation 1-5)

3. The more positive verification of expectations, the more positive
emotions and at the same time the less negative emotions.
4. The more positive emotions and at the same time the rarer negative
emotions, the higher level of satisfaction.
5.The higher level of satisfaction, the stronger effect of loyalty to the
region.

7%

17%

20%

11%

definitely negative
negative
rather negative
rather positive
positive
definitely positive
no opinion

16%
25%
Source: own source.

Catering base

3,8

Public transport

3,4

Tourist information

2,5

Cleanliness in public places

3,1

Approach road

4,1

2%

Has deteriorated
significantly

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

correct statement

CONCLUSIONS:

No
Rather not
30%

32%
Has slightly improved

incorrect statement Source: own source.



The pie chart no. 1 shows that all variants of
answers are included – that means Katowice
has assorted image,



As can be seen from the circle diagram no. 4
only one-third of respondents did not change
their mind after the stay – majority changed
their mind,



The results of the study indicate that older
tourist don’t have a tendency to change their
assessment.
Photo: own source.

Definitely not

37%

Didn't change

27%

3. Which statements respondents agree
with or not

2%
7%

Has slightly deteriorated

3,4

Source: own source.

5. Willingness to return

2%

30%

Atmosphere of the city

14%
leisure
3,60%
recreation
22,80%
entertainment
1,80%
religious purposes
35,90%
shopping
28,10%
cultural events…
17,40%
sport events participation
8,40%
health purposes
24%
sightseeing
22,80%
business purposes
36,50%
visiting relatives
3,00%
others
Source: own source.

4. Assessment of Katowice’s image after
stay
9%

2,8

2. Purposes of visits

1. Rate of Katowice before the visit.

4%

Tourist attractions

Rather yes
Yes
Definietly yes

Has improved significantly
22%
Source: own source.

Source: own source.
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1. Photo of the Spodek - Own source
2. Logo of Katowice - https://www.katowice.eu/
3. Charts - own study based on research
4. Respondent’s particular’s image - https://pl.clipart.me/

MANAGEMENT OF A LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT IN THE CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Activities undertaken by local government units in the context of sustainable development in Poland and in the world
Mateusz Ramza, Monika SzczepaȂska, Renata WǾodarczyk, Beata WojtaȻ, Alicja Wróblak

SUSTAINABLE CITIES

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

ICONIC EXAMPLES
Zurich (Switzerland)
- smart management of heating, cooling
and energy systems
- maintaining cleanliness
- urban space planning
- reducing energy consumption: “2000-watt
society”
- tax on CO2 emissions
- modernisation of urban transportation
- green city district

Sustainable development is all about
˸ȁding solutions that guarantee
our growth with the inclusion of
all social groups in development
processes.

Peace and
justice

Balance among
communities

Evaluates the factors affecting
the quality of life of residents

02

Innovation

03

Warsaw
- modern architecture
- the highest percentage of people conducting
business activity
- GDP per capita in Warsaw is up to 200% higher
than the national average
- 15 state-owned and over
60 private universities
1ST

1

44

Torun
- decorating and greening subsequent areas
- environmentally aware community
- investments in gas-˛red plant and plans to
build a geothermal heating plant
- active unemployment ˛ghting efforts
- UNESCO inscribed
medieval buildings
2ND

Gothenburg (Sweden) - the heating network created
here heats almost 90% of the blocks in the city, using
renewable sources.

Stockholm (Sweden) - modern, fully self-suf˛cient
housing estate in the area of the former port, in
addition with use of geothermal energy

Växjö (Sweden) - called “the most ecological city in
Europe”; elimination of fossil fuels and replacing them
with renewable energy sources.

[https://biznestuba.pl/featured/7-przykladow-inicjatyw-na-rzecz-zrownowazonego-rozwoju-w-szwecji/; ;
access on 28.03.2020]

[https://www.bryla.pl/bryla/56,85298,14412922,Sztokholm__Ekologiczna_perelka_europejskich_miast.html; ;
access on 28.03.2020]

[https://biznestuba.pl/featured/7-przykladow-inicjatyw-na-rzecz-zrownowazonego-rozwoju-w-szwecji/;
access on 28.03.2020]

LOCAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SURVEY CAWI

ECONOMY

The standard of living of future
generations is threatened by
inȺɐǏ˛cient respect for
environmental resources,
inȺɐǏ˛cient access of residents
to public services, or the lack
of a speci˛c vision of
development.
Warsaw achieved the best
result in the overall ranking. It
took ˛rst place in the social
and economic sphere, but in
the area of the environment it
is only on the 44th position.

The podium of the ranking is
supplemented by ToruȂ and
WrocǾaw. These are large
developed cities that are
regional economic centers.
It may be surprising that the
top of the ranking is not
dominated by the richest cities that have larger investment budgets.

POLAND

[https://www.gov.pl/web/rozwoj/zrownowazony-rozwoj; access on 28.03.2020]
[http://wandapazdan.pl/sdgs-cele-zrownowazonego-rozwoju/; access on 28.03.2020]
[M. Sitek, P. Benedykt-Zientarski, Selected aspects of implementing the principle of
sustainable development of local government, Warsaw 2019, page 8]
[E. Latoszek, Sustainable development and global public goods in the theory and practice of
international organizations, Warsaw 2016, page 25]

ENVIRONMENT

While assessing the level of
sustainable development,
scientists take into account
primarily three categories:
society, environment,
economy.

Evaluates the factors affecting
quality of life of residents

[http://urbnews.pl/seul-tereny-zielone-zamiast-ciagow-komunikacyjnych/; access on 28.03.2020]

In this perspective it will only be
possible to solve local problems
properly.

SOCIETY

Environmental factors including
green areas, environmental quality,
resource consumption

Seul (South Korea)
- spatial planning
- 5 main city development programs
- river revitalization (creating green places around the
river banks for rest and recreation)
- closing of fast traf˛c roads in the city center
- use of renewable energy sources
- the world cup park – park built on the land˛ll
- nanjido eco park restoration from waste dumping
site project

Sustainable development of local
governments, implemented on the
basis of decisions of commune
authorities, consists in taking into
account many factors, including
environmental, social, educational,
normative and economic ones.

Health and
life quality

Climate
action

Responsible
consumption

01

[https://envisionvirginracing.com/blog/blog-zurichsustainable-city-earth/; access on 28.03.2020]
[https://envisionvirginracing.com/blog/blog-zurichsustainable-city-earth/; access on 28.03.2020]

Environment
friendly

Equality
of rights

Eradication
of poverty

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

14

8

1

[Arcadis rank of sustainable cities in Poland https://www.arcadis.com/pl/polska/raporty-i-opracowania/ranking-polskich-miast-zrownowazonych/; access
on 20.04.2020]

ABOUT ARCADIS
6

[Arcadis rank of sustainable cities in Poland https://www.arcadis.com/pl/polska/raporty-i-opracowania/ranking-polskich-miast-zrownowazonych/; access
on 20.04.2020]

Arcadis is a leading global design and consulting company for the
natural environment and buildings. The report was developed by
Arcadis in cooperation with scientists from the WrocǾaw University of
Economics

The own research survey, based on 111 respondents, was aimed at using examples of sustainable development and assessing them
through the prism of the applicability of these methods in Poland

Based on the collected data and theory, it can be concluded that many people see sustainability as an
important element of life.
Part of the society does not see places or areas in Poland that can be most associated with a green place.
Perhaps in this situation it is worth considering whether the ideas of the concept of sustainable
development should not be modeled on the methods used abroad.
The most frequently mentioned was the answer
modernization of roads / tracks - 79 responses
(71.2%)

Most of the respondents - 88 respondents
(79.3%) segregate garbage

Among the activities aimed at improving
relaxation zones, the largest number of
respondents asks for revitalization / construction
of bicycle paths

In the context of sustainable development,
the most interesting activities are meetings
at outdoor events and picnics.

Sources:
1. JvÓWNY UªðD STATYSTYCZNY W KATOWICACH, Wskaɺniki zrównowaɼonego rozwoju Polski Wskaɺniki zrównowaɼonego rozwoju Polski,
Katowice 2011.
2. Latoszek E., Sustainable development and global public goods in the theory and practice of international organizations, Warsaw 2016.
3. Sitek M., Benedykt-Zientarski P., Selected aspects of implementing the principle of sustainable development of local government, Warsaw 2019.

In Poland, places associated as sustainable /
green are primarily Puszcza Bialowieska.
Whereas green / ecological places from the
world are Scandinavia with Amazonia.

Photos:
http://wandapazdan.pl/sdgs-cele-zrownowazonego-rozwoju/; (access on 22.03.2020)
https://dariuszstasik.com/smart-alfabet-miasta-zurych (access on 23.03.2020)
https://envisionvirginracing.com/blog/blog-zurich-sustainable-city-earth/(access on 23.03.2020)
https://www.arcadis.com/pl/polska/raporty-i-opracowania/ranking-polskich-miast-zrownowazonych//(access on 24.03.2020)
https://www.bryla.pl/bryla/56,85298,14412922,Sztokholm__Ekologiczna_perelka_europejskich_miast.html (access on 22.03.2020)
https://www.gov.pl/web/rozwoj/zrownowazony-rozwoj; (access on 20.03.2020)

https://i.rynekseniora.pl/i/00/23/32/002332_620.jpg (access on 25.03.2020)
https://i.wpimg.pl/O/644x430/d.wpimg.pl/581112028(access on 25.03.2020)
https://www.inspireit.se/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/unnamed-960x637.jpg (access on 25.03.2020)
https://www.worldtravelguide.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/summer-city-gothenburg.jpg (access on 25.03.2020)
https://d1bvpoagx8hqbg.cloudfront.net/originals/wrazenia-z-erasmusa-w-sztokholmie-szwecja-autorkoen-d4240814ffd912085127aa97e05850d3.jpg (access on 25.03.2020)

Management of a local government unit in the context of sustainable development
M. Ramza, M. Szczepańska, R. Włodarczyk, B. Wojtaś, A. Wróblak
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“

To achieve sustainable development, environmental
protection should be an integral part of the development
process.
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Municipalities in dealing with demographic decline
A. Radchenko, A. Rybalova, Ł. Spendel, M. Wójcik
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Pricing policy in local government unit
N. Piątkowska, A. Mrozicka, A. Gołucka, J. Pagdajewska, K. Grabowski
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8LI QEMR EMQ SJ XLMW TVSNIGX MW XS WLS[ XLI WQEVX GMX] MHIE ERH YWI SJ
XIGLRSPSK]MRXLIMVQEREKIQIRX8[SWIPIGXIH4SPMWLGMXMIW/VEOS[ERH
;EVWE[[MPPFIEREP]^IHMRXIVQWSJMQTPIQIRXMRKXLIGSRGITXSJWQEVX
GMX]ERHXLIMVMQEKIEQSRKXLIVIWMHIRXW

%&786%'8
8LIVIMWRSHSYFXXLEXXLI[SVPHMWGSRWXERXP]QSZMRKXS[EVHWMRGVIEWMRK
YVFERM^EXMSR 'YVVIRXP] GMXMIW XLEX HIZIPST WXERHEVH SJ PMZMRK YWMRK
QSHIVR XIGLRSPSK] MR QEREKIQIRX TVSGIWW EVI VIJIVVIH XS EW WQEVX -X
LEW FIGSQI E KSEP JSV QSVI ERH QSVI GMXMIW MR XLI [SVPH MRGPYHMRK
/VEOS[ ERH ;EVWE[ *SV XLI TYVTSWI SJ [SVO XLIWI X[S LEZI FIIR
GSQTEVIH [MXL SXLIV )YVSTIER GMXMIW WXVMZMRK XS FIGSQI WQEVX 7XYHMIW
LEZIWLS[RXLEXFSXLSJXLIQEGLMIZILMKLIVXLEREZIVEKIEWWIWWQIRXW
SJ XLI YWI SJ XIGLRSPSK] MR XLI HIZIPSTQIRX SJ XLI GMX] W MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
FYX ;EVWE[ MW ELIEH SJ /VEOS[ MR IZIV] ƻIPH -X MW E TVSSJ XLEX MX LEW
QER] EVIEW MR [LMGL MX GER WXMPP HIZIPST ,S[IZIV XS FI EFPI XS EGLMIZI
QSVITVYHIRXQEREKIQIRXQYWXKSLERHMRLERH[MXLGVIEXMZIYWISJXLI
STTSVXYRMXMIWSJJIVIHF]QSHIVRXIGLRSPSKMIW

*MKYVI%WQEVXGMX]QSHIP

7QEVX'MX]MWEGVIEXMZIGMX]WXVSRKP]JSGYWIHSR
HIZIPSTQIRXERHMRRSZEXMSR-XMWEVIWTSRWIXS
GLERKMRK RIIHW MR ZEVMSYW EVIEW WYGL EW
WIGYVMX] MRJVEWXVYGXYVI QEREKIQIRX IGSPSK]
ERH XVERWTSVX % GLEVEGXIVMWXMG IPIQIRX SJ ER
MRXIPPMKIRX GMX] MW XLI FMK VSPI SJ EHZERGIH
XIGLRSPSKMIW 8LI] IREFPI XLI WYWXEMREFPI
HIZIPSTQIRX SJ GMXMIW VIHYGMRK EX XLI WEQI
XMQI GSRWYQTXMSR SJ REXYVEP VIWSYVGIW ERH
MQTVSZMRK MR XLMW [E] XLI UYEPMX] SJ PMJI SJ
VIWMHIRXW%WQEVXGMX]MWERYPXVEQSHIVRYVFER
EVIE XLEX EHHVIWWIW XLI RIIHW SJ FYWMRIWWIW
MRWXMXYXMSRW
ERH
IWTIGMEPP]
GMXM^IRW
?7MOSVE*IVRERHI^  T A -R SVHIV JSV
GMXMIW XS FI GSRWMHIVIH MRXIPPMKIRX XLI] QYWX
GSRXEMR IPIQIRXW WYGL EW WQEVX IGSRSQ]
WQEVX QSFMPMX] WQEVX IRZMVSRQIRX WQEVX
TISTPI WQEVX PMZMRK ERH WQEVX KSZIVRERGI
?+SXPMF3PW^I[WOMTA

'%7)789(=

7SYVGI3[RIPEFSVEXMSR

%RIƽGMIRXWQEVXGMX]QEREKIQIRXTSPMG]WLSYPH
GSSVHMREXI WSGMEP IGSRSQMG WTEXMEP ERH
IRZMVSRQIRXEP EWTIGXW -X VIUYMVIW XLI YWI SJ
EHZERGIH XIGLRSPSKMIW WXMQYPEXMRK MRRSZEXMSR
IGSRSQMGEP YWI SJ PSGEP VIWSYVGIW ERH IJJIGXMZI
GSSTIVEXMSR FIX[IIR EYXLSVMXMIW ERH VIWMHIRXW
+SSH QEREKIQIRX SJ E WQEVX GMX] EPWS QIERW
GPIEV
QEREKIQIRX
TVSGIWWIW
VEXMSREP
HIZIPSTQIRX WXVEXIK] EW [IPP EW EHIUYEXI ERH
IJJIGXMZIEGXMSRW?7MOSVE*IVRERHI^TA

*MKYVI'SQTEVMWSRSJ/VEOS[;EVWE[ERHXLIEZIVEKIMRKVSYT

;EVWE[ FIGSQI E WMKRMƻGERX GIRXIV JSV XLI HIZIPSTQIRX SJ IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT MRRSZEXMSR ERH WXEVXYTW -XW
MRMXMEXMZIWƁXLI1MPPMSR8VIIWETTXLI7XITF]7XITTVSNIGXSVXLIQSHIVRM^EXMSRSJXLILIEXMRKRIX[SVOEJJIGXW
XLI WYWXEMREFPI HIZIPSTQIRX SJ XLI GMX] 8LVSYKL XLI TEVXMGMTEXSV] FYHKIX ERH EGGIWW XS STIR HEXE WIXW
;EVWE[EYXLSVMXMIWWXMQYPEXIGVIEXMZMX]ERHIRKEKIVIWMHIRXWMRXLIXIGLRSPSKMGEPTVSKVIWWSJXLIGMX]
1ER] MRRSZEXMZI WSPYXMSRW EVI MRXVSHYGIH MR /VEOS[ XS MQTVSZI XLI PMZIW SJ VIWMHIRXW -R XLI GMX] EVI YWIH
W]WXIQWEW8877Ɓ8VEQ8VEƽG'SRXVSP7]WXIQ98'7Ɓ9VFER8VEƽG'SRXVSP7]WXIQERH-RXIPPMKIRX0MKLXMRK
'SRXVSP 7]WXIQ -R YWI MW EPWS 'MX] 7TEXMEP -RJSVQEXMSR 7]WXIQ Ɓ [IFWMXI GSRWMWXMRK SJ QETWETTPMGEXMSRW
EZEMPEFPIJSVGMXM^IRW[LSGERTEVXMGMTEXIMRWYVZI]WERHWYFQMXGSQQIRXWVIKEVHMRKXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLI
GMX] WKVIIREVIEW
8LI -1( 7QEVX 'MX] -RHI\ JVSQ  MW E VEXMRK SJ XLI GMX] W TIVGITXMSR SJ MWWYIW VIPEXIH XS XIGLRSPSKMGEP
ETTPMGEXMSRW EZEMPEFPI XS XLIQ 8LI WXYH] [EW GSRHYGXIH F] VIGSVHMRK XLI STMRMSRW SJ  GMX] VIWMHIRXW -R
7QEVX'MX]6EROMRKMRGPYWMZIGMXMIWEVIJSYRHX[S4SPMWLI\EQTPIWƁ;EVWE[SR WXTSWMXMSRERH/VEOS[
SRXL

7SYVGI3[RIPEFSVEXMSRFEWIHSR-1(7QEVX'MX]-RHI\

*MKYVI4IVGIRXSJVIWTSRHIRXW[LSGLSSWIXLITVMSVMX]EVIE

*MKYVI   6IWTSRHIRXW [IVI EWOIH XS WLS[ XLI QSWX WMKRMƻGERX
GEXIKSVMIW JSV XLIMV GMX] 8LI LMKLIV XLI TIVGIRXEKI SJ VIWTSRWIW
TIVEVIEXLIKVIEXIVXLITVMSVMX]JSVXLIGMX] &EWIHSRXLIWIGSRH
GLEVXMXGERFIGSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXTVSFPIQWJSVXLI
VIWMHIRXW SJ /VEOS[ ERH ;EVWE[ EVI EMV TSPPYXMSR ERH VSEH
GSRKIWXMSR HYI XS I\GIWWMZI XVEƽG %PXLSYKL XLI GMX] EYXLSVMXMIW
EVI XEOMRK EGXMSR MR XLMW VIKEVH MX MW RSX IRSYKL JSV XLI VIWMHIRXW
,SYWMRKTVMGIWEVIERSXLIVMQTSVXERXEWTIGXJSVXLIMRLEFMXERXWSJ
FSXLGMXMIWSZIVLEPJSJXLIVIWTSRHIRXWGSRWMHIVIHXLMWEVIEXSFI
SRISJXLITVMSVMX]-QTSVXERXJEGXSVWMR/VEOS[MRGPYHIEPWSKVIIR
EVIEW WEJIX] ERH NSF WEXMWJEGXMSR [LMGL SFXEMRIH WMQMPEV VIWYPXW
7MRGIXLIKVIIREVIEWEVIEWLS[GEWISJ/VEOS[XLIMVMWWYIWLSYPH
FIMRGPYHIHMRXLIJYVXLIVHIZIPSTQIRXSJXLIGMX]3RXLTPEGIMR
;EVWE[MWWEJIX]8LIRI\XIPIQIRXWƁWEXMWJ]MRK[SVOERHTYFPMG
XVERWTSVX Ɓ EVI PIWW MQTSVXERX -R FSXL GMXMIW WGLSSP IHYGEXMSR
GMXM^IR IRKEKIQIRX ERH WSGMEP QSFMPMX] EVI RSX SJ KVIEX
WMKRMƻGERGIMRSTMRMSRSJVIWMHIRXW

*MKYVI %GGSVHMRKXSXLI-1(7QEVX'MX]
-RHI\ VITSVX /VEOS[ ERH ;EVWE[ EVI MR
XLIXLMVHKVSYT[MXLSXLIV)YVSTIERGMXMIW
WYGL EW %XLIRW &VEXMWPEZE SV 0MWFSR8IR
GMXMIW [IVI GSQTEVIH MR  GEXIKSVMIW
SFXEMRMRKTSMRXWSREWGEPIJVSQXS
/VEOS[ERH;EVWE[EVIEFSZIEZIVEKIMR
IEGLƻIPH-XTVSZIWXLIVIPEXMZIP]LMKLVEXI
SJ MQTPIQIRXIH WQEVX MHIE 4SPMWL GMXMIW
WXERH SYX XLI QSWX MR XLI GEXIKSV] SJ
KSZIVRERGI EVSYRH  TSMRXW QSVI 
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TSMRXW QSVI  8LI WQEPPIWX HMJJIVIRGI
EQSRK XLI WGSVIW VIKEVHMRK XLI EGXMZMXMIW
GEXIKSV] QE] VIWYPX JVSQ XLI JEGX XLEX
QSWX
)YVSTIER
GMXMIW
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E
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7SYVGI3[RIPEFSVEXMSRFEWIHSR-1(7QEVX'MX]-RHI\
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%JXIV EREP]^MRK XLI VIWIEVGL GEVVMIH SYX MR /VEOS[ ERH ;EVWE[ VIKEVHMRK XLI
MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ WQEVX GMX] MHIE MX GER FI GSRGPYHIH XLEX XLIWI X[S GMXMIW LEZI
WMQMPEV TVSFPIQW FYX YWI HMJJIVIRX WSPYXMSRW 8LIVI EVI MQTIVJIGXMSRW EVMWMRK MR XLI
TVSGIWWSJMQTPIQIRXMRKRI[XIGLRSPSKMIWFYXMXMWGIVXEMRXLEXXLIWIGMXMIWEVISRXLI
VMKLX XVEGO -X MW IWTIGMEPP] WLS[R F] PEWX ]IEV W 7QEVX 'MX] VEROMRK Ɓ /VEOS[ ERH
;EVWE[XSSOTPEGIMRXLIXLMVHKVSYTSJXLIWQEVXIWXGMXMIWERHEGLMIZIHFIXXIVWGSVIW
XLEREZIVEKIMRXLIKVSYT8SMQTVSZIXLITSWMXMSRMRXLIVEROMRKGMX]EYXLSVMXMIWWLSYPH
EPPSGEXI QSVI JYRHW XS XLI MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ QSHIVR XIGLRSPSKMIW ERH YWI XLIMV
TSXIRXMEP6IWMHIRXWWLSYPHFIIRGSYVEKIHXSTEVXMGMTEXIQSVIMRXLIGMX]PMJIFIGEYWI
MX[MPPHITIRHSRXLIQSRP]XS[LEXI\XIRXXLIMVRIIHW[MPPFIQIXERHXLIWXERHEVHSJ
PMZMRK[MPPMQTVSZI;IWLSYPHSFWIVZIJYVXLIVWXITWSJMQTPIQIRXMRKWQEVXWXVEXIK]MR
/VEOS[ ERH ;EVWE[ FIGEYWI XMQI [MPP WLS[ XS [LEX I\XIRX XLIMV WSPYXMSRW GER FI
GEPPIHWQEVXQEREKIQIRX

Smart city management
G. Łopan, R. Wieczorek, A. Wszołek, A. Zając
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THE IMAGE OF TERRITORIAL
SELF-GOVERNMENT UNIT IN OPINION OF
ITS INHABITANTS.
THE CASE OF CRACOW AND DOBCZYCE

ABSTRACT
One of the most important aspects of a well-prospering territorial selfgovernment unit is its positive image. It is a key-factor for many decisions and local
development. The desired image can be shaped by various marketing tools and the local
community is a significant segment of the unit. The aim of presented study is the
identification of the differences among citizens of small and large communes on the
example of Dobczyce and Cracow inhabitants. The research presents their approach to
the inhabited unit and perception of its image in reference to the neighbourhood,
infrastructure, local authorities, investment area and many others. The results allowed
among the others to prove the hypothesis that smaller communities are more likely to
identify themselves with inhabited region than large communities.

by J. Bisaga, A. Jasek, A. Wójtowicz, T. Grzelak, M. Micherda

INTRODUCTION
The creation of territorial self-government units in Poland after 1989 was the
reason why its positive image among citizens became truly necessary. The unit’s image
can be descripted as a simplified combination of subjective impressions and beliefs that
people have about a territorial unit [Dewalska-Opitek, 2010, s. 85].
To help managing such units in a profitable way, the concept of territorial
marketing was invented >6HNXáD 2005, s.216-218]. The most important group of its
recipients are the inhabitants whose opinion and actions have key-meaning for the local
growth and maintaining competitive position among the units >%UDĔND 2011, s.55].
The main aim of this study is the identification and analysis of differences
between citizens of small and large communes (Dobczyce and Cracow) in relation to
their territorial units’ image.

Do you trust local authorities?

Do you identify yourself with your place of residence?
60,00%

Taking everything into consideration, the results have shown some
important differences among the inhabitants of Dobczyce and Cracow. Two
out of three hypotesis have been confirmed and one of them has turned out
to be false. According to the results, smaller communities are more likely to
identify themselves with their territorial unit and are more collective than
large communities. The research has allowed to disprove the hypothesis that
inhabitants of large communes are less involved in supporting their
territorial unit.

What in your opinion is the biggest advantage of the commune?

45%

50,00%

40%

45,00%

50,00%

40,00%

35%

RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

RESULTS &
CONCLUSIONS

RESIDENTS OF
CRACOW AND DOBCZYCE

35,00%
30%

40,00%

Furthermore, the research has revealed the LQKDELWDQWV¶ perception
of their territorial units. If it comes to local authorities, the majority of
examined Dobczyce citizens has declared trust in their local government,
meanwhile Cracow inhabitants have had no opinion on that. One of
interesting aspects was the main advantage of the communes. In Dobczyce
people believe that their greatest value is the local atmosphere. On the
contrary, Cracow citizens find the architecture as the main advantage of the
commune.

30,00%
25%
25,00%

30,00%
20%

20,00%

15%

15,00%

10%

10,00%

20,00%

10,00%

5,00%

5%

0,00%

The research was conducted by the method of a diagnostic survey – in the form of
questionnaires. It was carried out in April 2020. The aim of the research was to find out, if the
following hypotheses are correct:
 Small communities are more likely to identify themselves with their region than
residents of the city;
 Small communities are more collective;
 Large communities are less involved in supporting the image of their commune.

0%

Definitely yes

Cracow:
 Woman (62,3%)
 Age range 26-45 (45,6%)
 Higher education (69,3%)
 Intellectual work (36,8%)

Dobczyce:
 Woman (73%)
 Age range 26-45 (45,9%)
 Higher education (55,1%)
 Intellectual work (38,4%)

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
1. %UDĔND S., 0LHV]NDĔF\ jako adresat G]LDáDĔ marketingowych ZáDG] VDPRU]ąGRZ\FK, [w:] Studia Ekonomiczne i Regionalne,
Tom/Volume IV, Nr/No 1/ 2011, 3DĔVWZRZD 6]NRáD :\ĪV]D im. 3DSLHĪD Jana 3DZáD II, %LDáD Podlaska 2011, s. 55.
2. Dewalska-Opitek A., Budowanie wizerunku jednostki terytorialnej na SU]\NáDG]LH województwa ĞOąVNLHJR, [w:] Zeszyty Naukowe
Instytutu Spraw Publicznych Uniwersytetu -DJLHOORĔVNLHJR „ZDU]ąG]DQLH 3XEOLF]QH´, Numer 4(12)/2010, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu
-DJLHOORĔVNLHJR .UDNyZ 2010, s. 85.
3. 6HNXáD A., Marketing terytorialny, [w:] Marketing. 8MĊFLH systemowe, pod red. M. Daszkowskiej, Wydawnictwo Politechniki *GDĔVNLHM
*GDĔVN 2005, s. 216-218.

Rather yes

I have no opinion
Cracow

Rather no

Rather trust

Definitely no

Have no opinion
Cracow

Rather do not trust

Definitely do not trust

Local history and art
Cracow

Natural values

General atmosphere

Dobczyce

Source: own research.

Source: own research.

The differences in response in the researched municipalities are
small. More than a half of the inhabitants of Dobczyce are definitely
identified with their place of residence (53%), whereas in Cracow
the answer "definitely yes" is 41.2%. It can be stated that people
living in smaller self-government units are more certain of their
belonging to them.

Architecture and
monuments

Dobczyce

Dobczyce

Source: own research.

RESPONDENT PROFILE
185 respondents from Dobczyce and 114 from Krakow
participated in the survey.
Total: 299 respondents.

Local culture and customs
Definitely trust

0,00%

In case of Cracow, the majority of the respondents (40%), do not
have an opinion on trusting local authorities. On the contrary, the
majority (66%) of the inhabitants of Dobczyce declare trusting their
local authorities.

According to the statistic almost 40% of respondents from Dobczyce
choose answer ³*HQHUDO atmosphere between FLWL]HQV´ and second
most popular was ³1DWXUDO YDOXHV´ (34,1%). In Cracow most popular
answer was: “Architecture and monuments” (43,9%). Where as least
popular answer in Dobczyce was ³/RFDO history and DUW´ (5,9%) and
in Cracow: ³/RFDO culture and KDELWV´ (4,4%).

FEEDBACK FROM CITIZENS
„Do you think that creating civic budget projects is needed?”

„What in your opinion is the biggest advantage of the

„Do you think that you can count on your neighbors in a difficult

and „Have you ever participated in voting for civic budget

commune?”

situation?”

projects?”

According to the statistic almost 68% citizens from Cracow rated

In Dobczyce 31.9% respondents said that they were sure of help

The structure of answers in both communes to both questions is

their city as very attractive for tourists. In Dobczyce situation was

from their neighbors and could count on them, while in .UDNyZ the

very similar. 64.9% of the inhabitants of Dobczyce and 52.6% of

different, 36% of respondents choosen answer that their city is very

same answer was marked by significantly fewer 15.3% respondents.

the inhabitants of Cracow confirmed that they have not participated

attractive for tourist. Situation at labour maket in the opinion of the

It can be said that people from smaller cities feel a greater bond with

in voting for civic budget projects, which constitutes more than half

respondents was quite similar, 14% from Cracow and 15% from

their neighbors and more often try to help each other in difficult

of the respondents. Therefore, the answers to the second question

Dobczyce says that is bad or very bad. Vast majority 80,70%

situations.

about the need to create these projects seems surprising. 77.3% of

respondents from Cracow choose answer that says in their city

Are you satisfied with the investments in your commune?

the inhabitants of Dobczyce and 86% of the inhabitants of Cracow

Sports and recreation offer is on good level or better. Little different

Majority of the inhabitants (over 50%) in both cases indicate that

say that the budget projects are needed. We can notice here a certain

situation is at the Dobczyce where 71,89% of respondents says that

investments in their communes are useful but not exactly sufficient.

inconsistency of one's beliefs in relation to active actions among the

Sports and recreation offer is on good level or better.

respondents.

In case of Dobczyce, 40% of the respondents think that investments
are useful and completely sufficient. In contrast, same opinion have
14% of &UDFRZ¶V inhabitants.

The image of territorial self-government unit in opinion of its inhabitants. The case of Cracow and Dobczyce
J. Bisaga, A. Jasek, A. Wójtowicz, T. Grzelak, M. Micherda
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Among the similarities, the satisfaction with investments has to be
pointed out. Both of examined groups in majority have indicated the answer
that investments are useful but not sufficient. Another example is the
perception of the commune as a good place for living. In both cases more
than a half of Cracow and Dobczyce citizens has declared that inhabited
territorial unit is a location where they can fulfill their needs easily. Both
groups believe that the neighborhood is friendly for the inhabitants and
tourists.
To sum up, the images of both territorial self-government units in
the inhabitants opinion are positive. Depending on the field, there are some
visible differences and similarities among examined groups. The results
may be useful in some deeper analysis and can be an auxiliary material in
the case of planning the unit's strategy of activities. The study also has
revealed the authentic citizens opinions on specific fields such as
infrastructure and investment area in their territorial unit.

From startup to corporation

0LFKDá.RWDUED
'RPLQLN.ZLHFLHĔ

Uber. The success of the first global ride-sharing network

What is the key to Uber's extremely fast growth?
Company history

Business model

Competitive advantages

Uber is an American company based in
San Francisco, the creator of the Uber
mobile app which is used to order a car
transport. Uber provides services in over
900 cities around the world to over 110
million customers.
The idea for Uber was born when its
founder Travis Kalanick couldn't find a
taxi in Paris to get to the conference.
After
two
previous
unsuccessful
ventures, it was extremely difficult for
Kalanick to convince investors. However,
as soon as Ubercab was launched in
San Francisco, it became a big hit. After
the first success, it was decided to
expand to other cities in the US and
abroad and the first city was Paris. Uber
is currently valued at USD 52 billion.

Uber has its own smartphone application
where the customer can choose the
starting point and destination of their
journey. At the end of the route, they are
obliged to pay with debit or credit card
connected to his account in accordance
with the approved estimated amount,
being the result of the temporary supply of
drivers and passenger demand.
Drivers working in the Uber system are not
direct employees, but only contractors.
They can use their own or rented car.
However, before they are allowed to
cooperate, they must undergo health tests,
as well as have a driving license,
appropriate age and a mobile device. For
the safety of passengers, from time to time
drivers are checked when logging in by
having to take a selfie to confirm their
identity.

The company's success, which led to the
position of a global leader in car ridesharing services, was associated with
the use of a very innovative approach.
It was based on filling the market niche
between taxi services and using
personal cars. This allowed Uber to
connect
passengers
directly
with
drivers performing services through the
company’s mobile application.
In addition, Uber is able to monitor the
level of customer satisfaction through
the driver rating system, which leads to
keeping the staff at the highest level.
It allowes providing much greater
security for users of Uber services,
compared to taxis.

March 2009

July 2010

December 2011

September 2016

June 2018

Development of
the Uber
application in
San Francisco

First Uber ride
in history

The beginning
of foreign
expansion Paris

The first
autonomous
vehicle project

Completion of a
10 billion rides

Summary and conclusions:
What is behind the rapid development of Uber, allowing for a smooth transition to the level of global corporation? First of all, it is to notice a market niche, where there is
no competition yet, or which has not been successfully controlled by another startup. This situation can be called the discovery of the blue ocean. In the next phase, Uber
managed to efficiently obtain financing, which allowed the create applications and company structures, as well as conducting a wide promotional campaign of services,
allowing for broad expansion.
References: Adam Lashinsky. Wild Ride: Inside Uber's Quest for World Domination. New York, 2017; uber.pl

From startup to corporation. Uber - the success of the first global ride sharing network
M. Kotarba, D. Kwiecień
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STARTUP
LIFECYCLE
FROM ZERO
TO HERO
STURTUP’S LIFE
STAGES

SCALE

LAUNCH
Briefly about the stage: product launch
and intensive work to promote the
brand.
Ideal team: startup, marketer,
developers, client manager, tester +
lawyer, accountant.
Tasks:
vigorously promote the productbe
mindful of legal issues, such as brand
registrationcarry out rigorous tests,
optimization and
troubleshootingimprove both the
product and the brand of the company,
and especially its leadersre-search for
investors

Briefly about the stage: the growth
and expansion of a startup.
The ideal team in the last two stages
grows with the development of a
startup and changes depending on its
direction.
Tasks:
hire cool professionals constantly look
for new niches, market funnels, CA
foster a corporate culture we will say
the following about the last two stages
- keep moving & believing and
everything will work out.

MATURITY
Briefly about the stage: the
stage of maturity and the
beginning of an ordinary
business.
Tasks:delegate
managementexpand staff
officelook for opportunities to
open a branch abroad create
localized teams for more
ffective results continue to grow
and develop

The main idea :The stages of development of
a startup are associated with plant life: the
seed is planted and watered, it grows in a
stem with leaves, develops and a flower
appears on the top. A flower is a symbol of
plant maturity, and in the field of
entrepreneurship, maturity means that a
startup has grown into a stable business. In
this article I will tell you how to make sure
that your startup does not dry out and wither,
but blooms with bright colors.

We divide the longest
and most laborious "seed" stage into the
following subclauses:
PRE - SEED
In short: you have a thought about a startup
and you think about it.
SEED
In short: the concept is ready, the fans are
found.
MVP
In short: it's time to make a basic version of a
startup.
PRODUCT - MARKET FIT
Briefly: MVP is gaining momentum, and you
enter the free market.
DEATH of VALLEY
Briefly: investments and cash investments
were found, but there is no profit yet.

Silic only
o
is ab n Valle
y
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clou to rea
c
dy h
eigh h
ts.

CONCLUSIONS :
Every startup is
different, every looks
like another one, but it
is still individual. A
startup can turn out to
be a spikelet of wheat,
or maybe a huge oak. It
all depends on you. The
main thing is to grow it
strong and sustainable.

made by : Yana Husieva
From startup to corporation. startup life cycle - from zero to hero
Y. Husieva
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Not

BRIGHT AND DARK
SIDES OF BUSINESS
What are the differences between a huge market
leader and a small innovative company?
Start-up advantages:
low costs of running a business
at the beginning people do not need to
have such a lot of capital as in common
company
high investment refund after achieving
success at the market
great opportunity for young person to
experiment
how to trade at the business world
knowledge and experience growth
Start-up disadvantages:
High risk of failure
Low compensation
Poor market access
Team conflicts
Lack of resources
Stress out
Longer hours of working
Learning to be frugal
Ability to run multiple tasks

Corporation advantages:
the shareholders are not personally liable
for any debt associated with the corporation
ease of funding – corporations can transfer
ownership by buying or selling its shares
no limit to the life of a corporation, since
ownership of it can pass through many
generations of investors
brand recognition with an existing, loyal
customer base
invest in individuals through education, skill
development,
and
career
assistance
programs to help align an individual's
personal career goals

Corporation disadvantages:
employee anonymity
high hierarchy (information goes through
many levels of management)
stress related to employee requirements rat race
an employee often spends many years on
one position
extremely high costs of running a business

Both big corporations and start-ups are needed on the market. People
treat corporations as big tanks that never stops but moves slowly.
Where as start-ups are seen as speed boats that explores new
industries, creates new trends.
They offer diffrent things and solution to the people but they both keep
the society moving and learning new things.

AUTHORS: KATARZYNA RAK, EDYTA TYLISZCZAK,
SOFIA TARNAVSKA, KATARZYNA PUDO

From startup to corporation. Bright and dark sides of business
K. Rak, E. Tyliszczak, S. Tarnavska, K. Pudo
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Business Angels as a
source of financing

Dominika Garbacz
Ewelina Olejarz
Kinga Witczak
WZIBS2-1211

BUSINESS ANGELb
an individual who provides capital for a business start-up, usually in exchange for convertible
debt or ownership equity.

Business
Angels

people aged 40-60, most often men
private investors with a good understanding of industrial activities
financially independent, accessible by private assets and high income

persons who have achieved success
they have the capital to start, information, contacts and experience
get involved in the availability offer to get profits

Financing by Business Angels began in American companies in California's Silicon Valley. In Poland, business
angels started investing since 1990, during the transformation process. Then the development of
entrepreneurship progressed and many small and medium-sized operational units started to operate.
Business Angels are not new forms of business financing, but in recent years have become the subject of
research and interest.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Business Angels usually take the
risk associated with your idea
An investment from Business
Angels is not debt.
Busienss Angels give advice on
how to report success
You will get contact to their
network and community
Business Angel can invest at any
stage of the business evolution
cycle.
You have the chance to regain your
attendees

Investment by Investee Development Stage in Europe (2018)

36%
Preseedb
financing
of ideas
and
research
projects

A high tolerance for risk has its price
You reduce your future profits with
Busienss Angel
You lose some control over your
business
Busienss Angels leave your company
after a while
Don’t expect to receive follow-up
investments
Some Business Angels invest in
companies that are outside of their
industry and knowledge
Business Angels market in Europe increased to an
estimated 7.45 billion Euros in 2018, a growth of 2.44%
from 2017. In Poland Business Angel market
with €16.82 million Euros of investment in 2018, up
16,32% from 2017
The business angel community in Europe grew to an
estimated 345.000 investors which closed 37,200 deals in
2018

62%

Seed
financing
provided
to research

Source:
Statistics Compendium 2016, http://www.eban.org/
'ÇENRZVNL$5\QHNLQZHVWRUµZZ\VRNLHJRU\]\ND
DQLRĄRZLHEL]QHVX.189  

The largest of Business Angels netowrks in Europe is EBAN
- European Bussines Angels Network. In Poland there is
POLBAN covered by the Association of Capital Investors

27%

Early Stage
and Start-upb
financing for
product
development
and initial
marketing

Sector distribution of ivestments in Europe (2018)

From startup to corporation. Business Angels as a source of financing
D. Garbacz, E. Olejarz, K. Witczak
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16% FinTech

15% Enterprise
Software

11% Health

8% Mobility

From startup to…
o… corporation

Authors:

RQWKH
KH H[DPSOH RIWKHFRPSDQ\ 'URSER[,QF

How can a startup become a corporation?
7KHDQVZHUZDVEDVHG RQGHVNUHVHDUFK.

Eliza Jamro
Karolina Raszko
Kamil Folta
^ĞďĂƐƚŝĂŶ>ĞƑŶŝĂŬ

NQONQ@SHNM j
A corporation is a kind of organization- a group of people or
a company, which is authorized by the state to act as a single
entity. It is treated as that by a law for certain purposes.
Corporations are usually called huge and often global
companies with a large number of employees. Corporate
actions often influence market behavior and their products
are usually well known to customers. Due to very high
revenues and sales, corporations can control the market in
which they operate.

Financingg Sourcess of
o Startups
(EU
U countriess only
ly)
Source:https://weeklyacumen.wordpress.com/2015/07/31/how-to-scale-up-businesses/

S@QSTO j
Startup is a temporary organization
zation or a young
innovative enterprise which are looking for a business
model that would allow its profitable growth.
Startups face high uncertainty and have high rates of
failure. A minority of them can become successful
and influential. Some startups become leaders in their
industry and achieve huge profits.

EU Startup Monitor 2018

Source: https://medium.com/@arpitranjan/dropbox-case-study-evolution-and-user-development-19905a51d3aa

STEP BY STEP
The key to scaling from a start-up to a corporation
which is the proverbial scaling from a Mice to an
Elephant is following a key success factors. According
to the authors, the essence of each business is its
people. To guide them and sustain them you need to
constitute a bunch of rules and act consonantly with
those principles. Next important aspect is creating a
successful strategy. You are not able to get ready for
unexpected situations, but you can protect yourself
from the consequences. The authors believe that
having cash reserves and avoiding unnecessary
expenses is crucial. In our opinion - company must
have funds for at least 2 months of business without
income. Once you act on these strategies and have a
big purpose for your business, you are ready to get
oneself
into
the
incredible
journey
of
entrepreneurship.

UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV LQHVWDEOLVKLQJDQGVFDOLQJXS
DFRPSDQ\ EDVHGRQ'URSER[,1&
(YHU\WKLQJVKRXOGEHPDGHDV
VLPSOHDVSRVVLEOHEXWQRW
VLPSOHU
- Albert Einstein

&UHDWHWKLQJVGLIILFXOWWRFRS\ 8QOLNHFRPSHWLWRUV'URSER[3DSHUSODFHVPRUHHPSKDVLVRQ
GHHSHQLQJFRRSHUDWLRQEHWZHHQXVHUV HJFRRSHUDWLRQLQWKHH[FKDQJHRIPDWHULDOV
WKDQRQWKHSRVVLELOLW\RIRQO\IRUPDWWLQJGRFXPHQWVDQGILOHV
Make the company evolve with the world - The company's main mission has evolved
from storing files in the to cloud help companies work creatively
and increase efficiency
5HDGLQJLVWKHEHVWZD\WROHDUQ  DWILUVWVWDUWUHDGLQJDERXWWKHEDVLFVRI
UXQQLQJ\RXUEXVLQHVVLQVWHDGRIDUUDQJLQJ KXQGUHGVRIEXVLQHVVPHHWLQJV

'URSER[,QF
Dropbox, Ă ĐůŽƵĚ ƐƚŽƌĂŐĞ ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ, began operating
in 2007 as a two-person startup. After a dozen or
so years, it has become a large enterprise with
over 2,000 employees and is listed on the
NASDAQ New York Stock Exchange. The data
storage giant now provides services to over 500
million people and generates a billion dollars in
annual revenues.

From startup to corporation on the example of the Dropbox, Inc.
E. Jamro, K. Raszko, K. Folta, S. Leśniak
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)LQGPHQWRUVZKRDUHRQHVWHSDKHDGRI\RX WKHPRVWKHOSIXOPHQWRUV
IRU'URSER[DUHVWDUWXSVIURPPRQWKVWR\HDUVDKHDG
ĂůĂŶĐĞĞǆƚĞƌŶĂůĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌŶĂůĞǆƉĞƌƚŝƐĞ - as startup scaling develops,
early employees may not be as helpful as more experienced ones who have worked
in similar conditions in the past
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Skyscanner finds the best flight information and displays the cheapest deals under 30 seconds. The company has a website and a

mobile application that allows to use it easily anywhere in the world. Skyscanner Price Alert feature is a great way to track prices on a
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XVHUVRI
6N\VFDQQHU"

particular flight. You can save money by monitoring a flight you're interested in and buying it when the prices have dropped. With the
Cheapest Month feature, you can instantly view and select the cheapest month to book your flight. It also allows you to search flights
to "everywhere", that way you can pick a destination based on the lowest price. And most of all Skyscanner is completely free to use.
Skyscanner is used by people who like to plan their travels from the begging. This site is addressed to brave often spontaneous
customers who no longer wants to rely on travel agencies and plan everything by themselves. Every customer is different, however
they have one thing in common – love for travel.
The reason why Skyscanner has become the most recognizable company in travel sector is that the founders found the niche on the
market and additionally met the expectations of clients.
Having objectives is an important factor for successful companies. In this case, Skyscanner always does its best to follow goals and
rules formed in the beginning. Thanks to that, the company is still regarded as the most recognizable flight search engine.
The mission of the Skyscanner had a big impact on its success, it clearly sets goals and motivates staff to their best.
In starting a business Skyscanner focused on values such as thought for customers, precision of flight researches and clearness of the
website.




Conclusion: The example of Skyscanner shows that small start-up might become a well-known organization with many employees. Being the
most recognizable flight search engine is not pure luck, it’s a success achieved by hard-work, love for travelling and well-set objectives. For
Skyscanner, every customer matters and their expectations are duties that must be fulfilled. Skyscanner also proves that even companies with
little resources can become one of the leaders in the sector. It’s an excellent example how an innovative idea can lead to a big success.

From startup to corporation - starting from the ground aiming for the sky
E. Niedojadło, M. Bugajska, J. Sroka, K. Barczak
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Obstacles which young buisnesses can
IDFHLQQHZWHFKQRORJ\EUDQFKÀJKWLQJ
with unfair competitors.
Are young businesses able to succeed in the face of unfair
competition?
years - maximum
Unfair competition is defined as taking actions that are contrary to the law as well as to accepted customs. It also involves acts that threaten or infringe the interests of other entrepreneurs or consumers. The problem of unfair competition is encountered in every industry,
regardless of the size of the company or the time of its operation.
Activities carried out by unfair competition include disseminating false information which
may be misleading, making it difficult for other entrepreneurs to enter and operate on the
market, using other companies’ data, imitating a finished product, copying a product, using
the know-how of a given company, not patented products.

Dynamically changing
IT industry

Obstacles
which
young
businesses
face.

Huge competition
No one wants
the product

Why have they
succeeded?

age of young
enterprises

What is
unfair
competition?

1. The IT industry is changing very dynamically, thus IT
specialists need to react very quickly to the clients needs
and adapt to market transformation.
2. There is a huge risk that a company can be a victim of
cybercrime (for example the hackers attack or malicious
virus that can steal the important data).
3. The presence of foreign companies on the market that
are more competitive, faster, cheaper and able to offer a
better, more personalized product.
4. The company ideas looks very well on the paper, but at
the end they fail to meet customer needs (they do not have
a purpose).

Cybercrimes

How many companies
have succeeded?

5

Conclusion.
Unfair competition was, is and will exist on the market. We can see actions
which are far from being ethical, like stealing data, unpatented ideas and
know-how. These actions can be harmful to the entire industry, which can
lead to the bankruptcy of many companies.
The main reason to be successful in the IT sector is to find customers who
are willing to buy the service or product. Many successful entrepreneurs
emphasize that hard work and luck are also very important.

1. The product is perfect for the market.
2. The entrepreneur does not
ignore anything.
3. The company grows fast.
4. The team knows how to recover.

Authors:
Magdalena Bruderek
Alicja Świrk
Daniel Tokarczyk

Sources:
https://sip.lex.pl/akty-prawne/dzu-dziennik-ustaw/zwalczanie-nieuczciwej-konkurencji-16795259
https://mojafirma.infor.pl/mala-firma/prawo-konkurencji/252424,Przyklady-czynow-nieuczciwej-konkurencji.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/neilpatel/2015/01/16/90-of-startups-will-fail-heres-what-you-need-to-know-about-the-10/#5ea9b6d16679
https://it-leaders.com.pl/najwazniejsze-trendy-w-branzy-it/
https://innowacje.newseria.pl/news/mlode-firmy-it-szukaja,p832407510
https://biznes.gazetaprawna.pl/artykuly/1115690,nowe-technologie-kompetencje-cyfrowe-polskich-firm.html
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-secret-behind-a-successful-it-startup-revealed/_
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/09/business/cbs-black-rock-sale.html

From startup to corporation - what is unfair competition
M. Bruderek, A. Świrk, D. Tokarczyk
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SELVITA

FROM STARTUP TO CORPORATION
Selvita S.A.

Startup

research and

development services

drug

discovery, regulatory research, and research and development.

Business model

Corporation

SELVITA FROM IDEA TO CORPORATION
idea

incubation

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

acceleration

Idea

Scaling

Incubation

corporation

Acceleration

Implementation of the current Selvita strategy
Revenues of the service segment

Scaling

Corporation

Previews

From startup to corporation – case study of Selvita
M. Zakrzewska
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Realization

pebWLNAte4cWJepc
͘ŽũĂƌƐŬĂD͘ƌŽďŽƚ<͘<ŽǌŝŽų

How to become a unicorn company? How to raise funds?
How can you embody your idea in a best way?

Stages of the startup funding:
Sources of funding the pre-seed stage:
9 Founder and co-founders
9 Family and Friends

Sources that can proive financial help:
9 Family and Friends
9 Angel Investors and Business
Incubators
9 Micro venture capitals funds
Money can comes from:
9 Venture capital companies
9 Super Angel investors
9 Business Accelerators

Sources of funding:
9 Venture Capital
9 Specific late-stage VCs

Sources of funding:
9 Late stage VCs
9 Private equity companies
9 Hedge funds and Banks



The pre-seed stage
It’s not about investment, rather about bootstrapping.
This stage founders deal with idea validation. Valuation
ranges from $10 000 to $100 000.



Seed stage
Now valuation ranges from $3 000 000 to $6 000 000.
Investors are needful to buildup scalable business
processes and notice a product or market fit.



Series A
The first stage of capital investments. Now your startup
should have a predictable business model with a stable
customer base. It’s not about innovative ideas.
Valuation is now about $10 000 000 to $30 000 000.



Series B
Next of venture capital investments. Market valuation now
is about $30 000 000 to $60 000 000.
Continues the ideology of stage A.



Series C
A rapid market acquisition. Investments aim to speed up
the market expansion for your product more than
previously.



Initial Public Offering (IPO)
Enetering the market by selling corporate shares for the
first time. The majority of the unicorns startups have
already IPO’d or at least considered this step.

29% of startups fail because
of a lack of money at the
seed stage.
Follow the 30-10-2 rule to
make sure you’ll attract a
good investment. It says
that you should find 30
investors who are
interested in your idea. 10
of them would like to
invest, and 2 of them will
eventually invest.
420 unicorns are recocnized
as market leaders

Tips that can help you:

Conclusion:

 Product evolution - if it's
necessary, try to change
strategic direction, when
market condition change.
 Know your weaknesses when you understand your
imperfections, you know how
to deal with them.
 Be customer-centered - start
with focusing on the
particular customer portrait
before reaching a "one-sizefits-all" stage

 If you raise a unicorn
startup you contribiute to
creation of a new startuporiented economy.
 The person who comes up
with an idea should be
enterprising, smart,
persistent in achieving goals
and hard-working.
 Rapid growth is the key to
your first bilion.
 Currently there are a lot of
ideas but if you want these
to become successful you
need to work hard.

From idea to Unicorn
B. Bojarska M. Drobot K. Kozioł
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From start-up to...
Corporation

K.Kasprzak, O.Skowron

Objective: How to create a startup that willl succeed? Main
reasons for startup failures.
#Lack of market demandb
One of the most important reasons for startup failure is the lack of demand
for your product. The shortage of appropriate actions and the belief that
your product is the best can be fatal. Your customers are in need of
solutions that are not avaliable on the market.

#Insufficient funds
The problem occurs when your account does not have enough money avaliable
to cover your payment.

#Disharmony in the team
A diverse team consisting of various people, different views and opposing skills is the
basis of every company.

#Worry about competition
In practise, every company has to face the competition. It is common for
startups. However, they should not pay too much attention to the rivals. Find
the appropriate balance.
#Expensive pricing
Prices should be closely correlated with product quality, ecpedially in startup
companies. If a product is praced too expensive it will be difficult to find a
client for it and it might fail to bring in customers to make it succesfull.
#Poor marketing
For a successful startup, it is crucial to target the right audience.
You should be focusing on getting the attention from the customers and
convincing them into buying your product
#Ignoring customer’s needs
#Lack of passion
#Legal challenges

How to create a startup that will succeed
K. Kasprzak, O. Skowron
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VR as a medium of interactive stories
O. Stolarska, M. Ślusarczyk, D. Zieliński
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FACEBOOK MASTER OF STARTUPS
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Source:own study

Atlas
Solution
>$100M
+9 others

2012
Instagram
$1B
+8 others

2013

2014
Whatsapp
$19B
+8 others

„A startup is a human institution designed to create a new product or
service under conditions of extreme uncertainty.” – Eric Ries. In 2008
Facebook had 100 million registered users and a monthly growth rate of
178,38%, so the conditions were no longer uncertain.

Facebook annual revenue (billion of USD)

Pebbles
$60M
+4 others

RESULTS
RESULTS
From the very beginning, Facebook strategy was based on acquisitions and mergers. As the diagrams
show Facebook policy resulted in the rapid growth of
the company. Why? Because of acqui-hiring. Mark
Zuckerberg is achieving various goals by acquiring
WKH EHVW VSHFLDOLVWV ZKR H൵HFWLYHO\ IXO¿OO KLV LGHDV
The great example is Parakey company which was
bought in 2007 to design Facebook mobile application. Now Facebook not only acquires companies for
people but also for technology. It is an ingenious strategy to remove the danger of competitors. Instagram
was becoming one of them so in 2012 Facebook decided to buy it. Nowadays that strategy still works.
Even though Facebook has been on the market for 16
years it is still considered as a pioneer of progression
among the digital world.

Ozlo
CTRL-labs
$undisclosed
$500M-$1B
2016 +2 others 2018 +6 others 2020

2015 Masquerade 2017
$undisclosed
+6 others

Redkix
$100M
+3 others

2019

Sanzaru
Games
d
$undisclosed

“Economic entity functioning in technological entrepreneurship
area, on the digital market” – European commission. Considering
WKLVGH¿QLWLRQ)DFHERRNLVVWLOODVWDUWXS HJLQ-XQH)DFHbook introduced The Calibra wallet app).
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50-100-500 rule – „$50 million revenue run rate (forward 12 months), 100 or more employees, Worth more
than $500 million” - Alex Wilhelm from TechCrunch. By
2006 Facebook had $48M revenue, 150 employees and
was worth $525M.

Facebook revenue
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AboutFace
Parakey
FriendFeed
$200k
$undisclosed
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2006
2008
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Facebook
foundation
date

Correlation between annual Facebook revenue and number of employees (2006-2019)

Correlation between annual Facebook revenue and total amount of merges (2007-2019)
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ABSTRACT
Undoubtful, Facebook is one of the most successful
startups of all-time. By analyzing the history, we intended to explore its path of becoming the social network empire, and if the strategy of numerous mergers
DQGDFTXLVLWLRQVKDGDVLJQL¿FDQWLPSDFWRQLW0RUHover, using the example of Facebook, we would like
to encourage the audience to express their own opinion and discuss the moment when start-up become
a company. As there are multiple versions of startup
GH¿QLWLRQLWLVKDUGWRGHFLGHZKHWKHUDFRPSDQ\LV
VWLOODVWDUWXS:HFKRVHGH¿QLWLRQVFRQIURQWHGWKHP
with Facebook actions and placed possible moments
of becoming a Corporation on Facebook timeline below.

Zuzanna Czudaj
Martyna Kaleta
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Facebook master of startups
Z. Czudaj, M. Kaleta
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Although Facebook still has features of a typical startup - like
innovation and scalability, we cannot consider it as one of them.
It is caused by the number of employees and merges, enormous
incomes, unmeasurable resources, and possibilities. Even after
analyzing timeline of Facebook, we cannot decide the moment
of becoming full-grown company because of the immediate success.

F52M STARTUP TO GLOBAL COMPANY
Amazon is an American multinational technology company based in Seattle, with 750,000 employees. The
company generates over $ 280 Billion in revenue and holds the title as the world’s largest online retailer.
Amazon distributes downloads and streaming of video, music, and audiobooks through its Amazon Prime
Video,AmazonMusic,andAudiblesubsidiaries.
This presentation aims to show the way of Amazon from start-up to global enterprise and how has the
Amazonempirebeenbuilt.

WHO IS JEFF BEZOS?
Entrepreneur and e-commerce pioneer Jeff Bezos is the founder and CEO of the
e-commerce company Amazon, owner of The Washington Post and founder of the
space exploration company Blue Origin. His successful business ventures have made
him one of the richest people in the world.
Amazon Spheres from the Sixth Street side,
Seattle, Washington, U.S.

Source: Newspix.pl / Media Punch/INSTARimages.com

Born in 1964 in New Mexico, Bezos had an early love of computers and studied
computer science and electrical engineering at Princeton University. After graduation,
he worked on Wall Street, and in 1990 he became the youngest senior vice president at
the investment firm D.E. Shaw. Four years later, Bezos quit his lucrative job to open
Amazon.com.

THE BEGINNING OF AMAZON
 AN IDEA
In 2010 Jeff Bezos said “I came across the fact that Web usage was growing at 2,300 percent per year. I’d never seen
or heard of anything that grew that fast, and the idea of building an online bookstore with millions of titles — something
that simply couldn’t exist in the physical world — was very exciting to me. After much consideration, I took path to
follow my passion and I am proud of that choice!”.
Tour Amazon's Headquarters

 START-UP CAPITAL
The initial startup capital came from his parent’s personal savings: “The first initial start-up capital for Amazon.com
came primarily from my parents, and they invested a large fraction of their life savings in what became Amazon.com.
And you know, that was a very bold and trusting thing for them to do because they didn’t know. My dad’s first
question was, “What’s the Internet?” Okay. So he wasn’t making a bet on this company or this concept. He was
making a bet on his son, as was my mother. So, I told them that I thought there was a 70 percent chance that they
would lose their whole investment, which was a few hundred thousand dollars, and they did it anyway.”

 THE GARAGE WHERE AMAZON STARTED
Getting Amazon started, Jeff and his wife rented out a three bedroom home in
Seattle, Washington. The home had a reasonably sized garage which was
perfect for Jeff and his wife to launch their new business ‘Cadabra’. The name
Cadabra was short lived when it was continuously getting mispronounced
‘Cadaver’, so Jeff actually decided to change the name to Amazon.
Sourrce: https://globalfilmlocations.net/2018/10/03/the-garage-whereamazon-started/

 THE INITIAL YEARS OF AMAZON
For the first year, Jeff did start along with his initial team of five employees
working on learning how to source books and setting up a computer system that
would make Amazon.com easy to shop online. And finally, the website was
created on July 16, 1995, with the tagline “Earth’s Biggest Book Store”. Within,
the next three years, Amazon.com grew on to become from a company with
100 employees that drew sales of more than $15.7 million, to an awesome
company of more than 3,000 employees with $610 million in sales.

Source: https://aws.amazon.com/

 THE TURNING POINT IN THE HISTORY OF AMAZON
Their sales gradually increased at the rate of 3000% annually and had become country’s third-largest bookseller that
times. Soon after that, Amazon started expanding itself into music, gifts, and pharmacy markets as well and they did
even join Sotheby’s Holdings Inc. in June 1999 to launch the online auction site sothebys.amazon.com, as well like
eBay. Amazon also added clothing sales to the product line in October 2002, after partnering up with hundreds of
retailers including Land’s End, Nordstrom, and The Gap. They also organized a subsidiary entitled Amazon Services
which allowed customers to order goods from co-branded sites such as Borders and Toys ‘R Us.
Soon Mr Bezos's empire grew to include electronics, toys and kitchen utensils. The growing network of US warehouses
helped extend what the company could offer, dramatically increasing its popularity with customers. Ten years later,
Amazon had become the biggest online seller in the US and around the world.
Over the years, Amazon has acquired almost 100 smaller firms, but the best valued acquisitions are Whole Foods,
Zappos, Ring, Twitch Interactive and Kiva Systems. Till date, these were the best firms that were Amazon’d.

 PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Amazon.com's product lines available at its website include several media (books, DVDs, music CDs, videotapes
and software), apparel, baby products, consumer electronics, beauty products, gourmet food, groceries, health
and personal-care items, industrial & scientific supplies, kitchen items, jewelry, watches, lawn and garden items,
musical instruments, sporting goods, tools, automotive items and toys & games. In August 2019, Amazon applied to
have a liquor store in San Francisco, Amazon has separate retail websites for some countries and also offers
international shipping of some of its products to certain other countries.
Amazon.com has a number of products and services available, including:
 AmazonFresh

 Appstore

 Fire tablets

 Music

 Amazon Prime

 Amazon Drive

 Fire TV

 Music Unlimited

 Amazon Web Services

 Echo

 Video

 Amazon Digital Game Store

 Alexa

 Kindle

 Kindle Store

 Amazon Studios

AMAZON - from Startup to Global Company
I. Burda
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The operation of startups and corporations on the market can be compared to a war of superheroes, both factions have their strengths and weaknesses and
are struggling to achieve the largest market share possible. The purpose of this poster is showing benefits for both sides of cooperation between them.

Whatt is
s a Start
rtt-up
p?

Start-ups are young and agile, but they
are just looking for their scalable and
profitable business model. Corporations
have a proven operating model and wellestablished procedures that allow them
to operate globally and achieve
systematic profits. However, they lack
agility and creativity in creating
innovations, which they are jealous of
startups. On the other hand, start-ups do
not have sufficient capital and scale to be
able to compete with them on the
market. The solution to this unwritten
conflict can be the cooperation of these
two worlds, joining forces and achieving
common goals.
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The basis of the services offered by
ZenCard is a technology that allows you
to replace your loyalty card with any
payment card. The operation of
connecting the payment card with the
loyalty program takes place directly at
the terminal, during payment.
The start-up potential was noticed by
PKO BP and in 2017 ZenCard became
part of the PKO BP capital group. The
bank decided to use start-up’s product
to develop the offer of its capital group.
However, ZenCard remained a separate,
technologically agile and rapidly
developing project that provides new
business value for the PKO bank.

The cooperation between ZenCard and PKO
brought many benefits for both sides.
Using the technology purchased, PKO BP
completed its offer and strengthened
relationships with customers, while giving
entrepreneurs a modern tool that will help
them take the chance created by
progressive digitization. In addition, the
purchase of new technology influenced
a creation of the bank's image as an
innovative bank. ZenCard also benefits
from cooperation in a measurable way.
Two years after the start of cooperation,
the start-up has grown twenty times.
ZenCard has increased its impact ranges
due to wide client base of the bank.
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Cooperation between a Start-up and a Corporation – ZenCard and PKO BP
K. Barszczewska
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Klaudia Barszczewska
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Annaa Bidass

WHAT DOES SYNERISE DO?
Creating software for the automation and optimization of
business processes
(they are using Artifical Inteligence algorithms)

A new company which has some
structure and organization,

They are innovative solutions in the field of broadly
understood data processing

Created for the building of new,
innovative products or services,

Synerise is also the Honorary Patron of the Polish Association of
Artificial Intelligence

Created in order to search for a
business model that can guarantee
its growth,
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There is at the development stage
and actively seeking new markets.

Synerise cooperate with Microsoft for many years. Due to this, it brings many benefits from collaborative working. Synerise offering perfect solutions in the field of
innovation and implement this solutions derivative on Microsoft Technology. The main purpose of this poster is to show how cooperation with corporation has a
significant impact on start-ups development.

Synerisee has won the 2019 Microsoft Country Partner of the Year Award for Poland
nd.
The Microsoft Country Partner of the Year Awards honor partners that have demonstrated business excellence and
reliability in delivering Microsoft solutions to customers over the last year.
This award recognizes Synerise in effective engagement with local Microsoft office. They present innovation and business
impact, increase customer satisfaction.

Partnership between Microsoft and Synerise is an excellent way to promote innovation. Microsoft deliver database
platform called Microsoft Azure which allow process data and store data. On the other hand, Synerise revolve around
cooperation with clients and implement Al Growth Suite services. It brought many benefits for both sides.
Synerise was also awarded the title of the start-up year by the Warsaw Stock Exchange.
Summarizing, thanks to mutual help and commitment of both sides Synerise is called one of the best companies using
Artificial Intelligence Algorithm. Cooperations new start-ups and corporations has a significant impact from both sides.
They can receive many benefits from cooperation, such as development, increase of market share and improvement of
the company’s image.

Cooperation of start-ups with corporation – Synerise and Microsoft
A. Bidas
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The purpose of the research is to find out if it
is possible to start you own business as a
startup and in the next years make it grow to
be a corporation. If yes - to wonder how
much time it may takes.

Source:https://play.google.com/

MODERN,
HIGHLY SUCCESFUL
MANAGING

Future of
nurseries and
kindergartens
What is LiveKid?

How did it all begin?
It all started when mum of one of the
creators of LiveKidƶhad decided to run her
own nursery. Then there was recognized
the real workload associated with
managing such a facility. LiveKid is the
answer to an actual problem. It helps to
organize things related to among others
bureaucracy and it fits perfectly to the
nursery's managers needs.

It is a modern solution, the entire facility
management system in one simple
application that definitely will let you save
your time and also money.
LiveKid App makes running a pre-school
facility so much easier!

Useful features

Other innovative solutions

Itƶposses the attributes that are helpful
from director's point of view and parent's
point of view as well. The platform
improves the flow of information between
parents and the institution, provides all
the most important and necessary data,
bills, etc. On the other hand parents can
easily and quickly inform the nursery, e.g.
about the child's absence or child's
special diet that should be implemented.

LiveKid Application will not only reminds
of the bill that needs to be paid but it will
also allows immediately paying for it. At
the same moment, the nursery receives
the information about payment.
Photos from trips and other fun stuffs
using LiveKid can be shared with parents
thanks to easy to use Photo Gallery
available in Appliction.

Conclusion

From startup to a big company
and a global investment

LiveKid systems are used by over
100,000 parents every day and those
systems gain more and more popularity
every year. LiveKid's history is very
inspiring, especially for young people. It is
a great example of a startup that in less
than 3 years particularly thanks to
acquisition of the Canadian application
with similiar scope of possibilities
became a corporation. It allows us to
think that anything can happen when you
do your best and belive in yourself.
So if you will ever wonder if it is possible
to become a global investment while
starting your own business with (very
often) a small capital, the answer is Yes!ƶ
And it is highly likely that you won't need
to much time to achieve it!

2017 - Jakub Pawelski was 17 then and
studied in technical secondary school. His
free time was spent on creating and
improving application for nurseries.
2018 - 'Forbes' magazine recognized
Jakub in ranking '25 under 25' (it presents
25 ambitious polish people under 25 years
old who are willing to change industry and
have a big impact to making life easier).
2020 - a Cracow-based company LiveKid
concludes a contract through which it
acquires all rights to the Canadian
application 'Baby Manager' becoming in
the same time a global leader in providing
systems for crèches and kindergartens.

Klaudia Baran

LiveKid
K. Baran
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Named among the fastest-growing companies
M. Buczek
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SNAPCHAT ʹ BRILLIANT IDEA TURNED INTO REALITY
INTRODUCTION
There are many companies in the world that started as small projects and then developed and turned into huge corporations. Snapchat is an example
of such a company. The main purpose of the poster is to present the history and ^ŶĂƉĐŚĂƚ͛Ɛ achievements.

WHAT IS SNAPCHAT?
Snapchat is one of the most unique applications that allows users to send photo, video and text
message that disappears just after several seconds. The main goal of the application is to
enable its users to share their private life with friends, while keeping maximum level of privacy.
Users can set the display time of photos and videos. In addition, different part of Snapchat is
MyStory. The content that users upload there disappears after 24 hours.

HISTORY
Snapchat was created by Evan Spiegel, Bobby Murphy and Reggie Brown in
2011. They were studying at Stanford Univesity. It was allegendly ƌŽǁŶ͛Ɛ
idea of a social media app. He shared his idea with Spiegel. They asked
Bobby Murphy to write the code which was used to build the application.
The same year in July, the application was launched and called Picaboo.
Than Spiegel and Brown made Murphy to leave a company. After a few
months, due to a copyright claim by a photo book company with the same
name, Picaboo was rebranded as Snapchat.

Source: http://o-m.pl/artykul/snapchat-nowa-zabawka-czy-powazne-narzedzie-marketingowe

DEVELOPMENT
In March 2016, Snapchat bought Bitstrips. It is a media and
technology company which launched a spin-off app known
as Bitmoji. That application allows users to create
personalized stickers for use in messaging apps. In September,
company showed their smartglasses known as Spectacles for
the first time. In order not to be associated only with social
app they changed their name to Snap Inc.

Source: http://upload.wikipedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0c/Snap_Inc._logo.svg

Source: http://careers.snap.com/

VALUE

Source: http://www.spectacles.com/pl/shop/spectacles-3

At the end of February 2020, share price of Snapchat was worth $14 and
the ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͛Ɛ market cap is $20 billion. ^ŶĂƉĐŚĂƚ͛Ɛ revenue for 2019 is $
1.72 billion. It is likely that thanks to appropriate management, Snapchat
will be constantly growing and increasing its value.

PROBLEMS
Unfortunately, Snapchat had a huge problems in 2013, when application
was hacked by an anonymous group. Personal data of 4.6 million users
was leaked. Snapchat apologized for a leakage and promised to repair the
breach. Since then, the company ŚĂƐŶ͛ƚ had any major security incident.

USERS OF SNAPCHAT

INTERESTING FACTS

At the end of 2019, Snapchat had about 218
million daily active users. The application is
mainly used by people aged 13-24. About 61%
of Snapchat users are female and 38% are male.
The largest numbers of users using application
every day:

 On average users of Snapchat open the app 30 times per day.
 Snapchat stories are created 400 million times per day.
 About 95% of app users claim that Snapchat makes them feel happy.
 Snapchatters spend 49.5 minutes per day on app.
 Every second about 20,000 photos are shared.
 Per minute 2,083,333 Snaps are sent.
 United State, France, India and United Kingdom are countries with the
largest number of Snapchat users.

 North America ʹ 86 million
 Europe ʹ 67 million
 Others ʹ 64 million

Source: http://www.omnicoreagency.com/snapchat-statistics/
Source: http://time.com/504101/snapchat-app-redesign-tips/

SUMMARY
Snapchat is an example that the ideas of young students can turn into a large and prosperous company. It
is important that the idea is innovative and targeted at a specific group. Snapchat has more and more
users, because people want to show part of their life on photos and videos only for a moment. In addition,
Snapchat achieves great results despite the fact that is on the market less than 10 years.
Source: http://seeklogo.com/vector-logo/352305/snapchat

Author: Joanna ǁŝĞƌǌ

Snapchat brilliant idea turned into reality
J. Ćwierz
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START-UPS IN ISRAEL
START-UP NATION
Dominika Bogacz
What does Start-up Nation mean?
Start-up Nation is a popular business term originated in Israel.
Israel has the largest number of start-ups in the world and is the world leader
in the percentage of the economy allocated to research and development
(R&D). More startup companies are funded in Israel than in countries such as:
United Kingdom, China, Japan or India.

The aim of this poster is:
-To show how start-ups in Israel look like,
-What contributed to the creation of the
Israeli power of start-ups,
-How Israeli start-ups look like compared
to other countries and some examples of
interesting star-ups in Israel.

Why Israel?
Despite the lack of natural resources, Israel belongs to a group of “very highly
developed” countries. The country's economy is based on the high-technology
industry with a large scientific and research base. Thanks to this, Israel quickly
became the second silicon valley leads the way in the dynamically developing
high-tech industry.
Israeli High-Tech Capital Raising
2010-2019

Value of investments per capita in USD

Total value of venture capital investments per capita
in selected countries wordwide as of 3rd quarter 2019

8296

6353

414,2

282,1

Capital Raised in millions USD
number of Deals
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4534
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According to the data, Israel has an advantage over world powers such
as the USA, China or Germany.
It is because the Israeli government is pursuing an extremely
well-thought-out policy on innovation and venture capital
– the Yozma program. This program used government money to attract
private investment. The government offered 40 % of the capital, which
they raised. Yozma transformed the country into a global research and
development center, led to the formation of about 30 foreign venture
capital companies in Israeli. It is a rare example of government venture
capital success.

From year to year, we can see steady capital growth in the high-tech
industry in Israel. In 2019 this amount raised to $8.3 billion and Israeli
start-ups and high-tech companies made 522 deals.
Factors contributing to the increase:
-Growing foreign capital invested in the Israeli high-tech industry,
-Investments in a wide range of fields (science and information
technology).
-It is expected that Israeli high-tech capital will increase steadily in
subsequent years.

Some interesting start-ups in Israel:
No Traffic – this start-up created a smart infrastructure application to reduce
traffic jams and road accidents. It uses artificial intelligence by transforming any
traffic signal into a smart infrastructure. This infrastructure is cable of
understanding the complete road traffic picture. This app collects data, analyzes
streets, controls intersections and all road users in real-time.
MyHeritage – is a popular online genealogy platform. Users of this platform can
search historical records and create family trees. Users can discover their ethnic
origins and also find distant relatives thanks to advanced matching models.
Nowadays 109 million users benefited from the platform and created about 49
million family trees.
Flytrex – focuses on deliveries takeaway food by using drones. Flytrex tries to
improve food and consumer goods deliveries through demand drone management
service. This service cuts delivery times down to minutes.

Zeekit – creates a virtual dressing room. By combining fashion and technology
Zeekit gives people the chance to see themselves in any item of clothing found
online. This start-up uses patent technology, which relies on a person map created
from photos uploaded by users to the site. Clothes are also export and finally, a
new simulation is created. The final simulation shows a dressed person
incorporating account body dimensions, size, and fit. We can also find a link to the
page where we can buy the clothing online.

Startups in Israel. Startup nation
D. Bogacz
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Summary:
The Israeli economic model based on hightechnology can be an example for other countries.
Because every country, thanks to the application
of appropriate programs and support for the
development of new enterprises, can become a
leader of start-ups. Start-up Nation is showing the
world how to use its potential and become
economic powerhouse.

Source:
[1]apolitical.co/en/solution_article/government-venture-capital-fund-boosted-israelsstart-economy
[2] statista.com/statistics/1071105/value-of-investments-by-venture-capital-worldwideby-key-market/
[3] israelonisrael.com/2020/01/15/big-time-israel-startups-this-chart-says-it-all/
[4] gvahim.org.il/10-coolest-startups-in-israel-by-simona-kogan-gvmag4/
[5]zeekit.me/about [6]flytrex.com/corp/careers/
[7] careers.myheritage.com/
[8] notraffic.tech/careers-at-notraffic
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Startup can make life easier
K. Chłosta, Ż. Wilk
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ÅSTART-UPµ² how it works?
The purpose of the poster is to present the mechanism of operation of the unit which is a start-up. Over the years, these organizations have gained more and more
popularity among entrepreneurs who want to offer their own (often innovative) products or services. For the purpose of creating this poster, the spelling of the
English form was adopted - "start-up" in accordance with the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, spelling, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/start--up, access
date: 11.04.2019.

WHAT IS A START-UP?
This term refers to a company that is in the first stage of operations. Start-ups are founded by one or more entrepreneurs who want to develop a product/service that
is innovative and for which they think there is demand. Companies of this type usually start with high costs and limited income. They seek capital from various
sources, for example venture capital. Start-up projects are sometimes associated with a high risk of failure, but also a huge profit.

LEGAL STRUCTURE

FINANCING

LOCATION

Start-ups can take any legal form
- they have no restrictions. To
start with, they usually start with
a sole proprietorship or a small
enterprise

An excellent credit history can allow a start up to use a credit line as
financing, but this option carries the greatest risk in the event of failure.
Banks usually offer several micro-loans - they are a short-term lowinterest loan, intended for start-ups, among others. The least risky
option is to raise funds among family and friends or take advantage of
the so-called risk capital.

The location depends on the product
or service offered - their activities
can be carried out online, in the
office (also home office) or in the
store

SEVERAL STAGES CAN BE DISTINGUISHED IN THE ESTABLISHMENT AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPANY:
1. initial product or
service concept
and creation of
business model
assumptions

3. entering the
product or
service on the
market

2. work on a product
or service
- prototyping

4. strengthening
market position

10 HIGEST VALUED UNICORN COMPANIES WORLDWIDE 2020
ANT Financial
75

Infor

60

Didi Chuxing

53

JUUL Labs

50

The We Company

47

Lu.com

39

Stripe

35

Airbnb

31

SpaceX

31
0

20

6. further
development and
expansion on the
market

The most common reasons for the failure of start-ups are:
 no market need
2%
 ran out of cash
8%
 not the right team
 get outcompeted
 cost issue
 user un-frendly product
 poor marketing
 ignore customers
90%
 product mistimed

125

ByteDance

5. stabilization of
the company and
the adopted
business model

Fail
Transform
Succesed

Source: own study based on the article &]\İ j., "Co to jest startup?",
https://smartbees.pl/blog/co-jest-startup, access date: 07.04.2020
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Unfortunately, according to most estimates 90% of technology start-ups
will fail within 12-24 months of activity, 8% will transform into normally
functioning companies, and 2% will be globally successful.

Source: own study based on data https://www.statista.com/, access date: 04.04.2020

The factors that constitute barriers to establishing start-up companies are most often: a lack of skills related to organization and management of the
company, necessary to start a business, or a lack of capital to start a business. However, this does not discourage them from acting. Everyone starts regardless of age, gender, nationality or education. According to surveys, the average start-up owner is a 38-year-old man with a university degree, from
a family of four, who has an interesting idea for a business and wants to use the experience gained in previous work.
The initial period of the first few years is very important for the start-up. Entrepreneurs must first of all find funds for their project, create a business model, hire the right
people. Many of today's most successful companies started as start-ups: Facebook, Ant Financial, Airbnb, SpaceX or Uber - are now listed on the stock exchange.

´
Å)DFHERRN
is
a
social
networking website where
users can post comments,
share photographs and post
links to news or other
interesting content on the
web, chat live, and watch
short-form video.µ

ÅAnt Financial Services
Group officially established
in October 2014, is an
innovative
technology
provider that aims to bring
inclusive financial services
to the world.µ

ÅThis is a unique approach
to accommodation when
traveling.
Airbnb
was
founded in 2008 and offers
someone a home as a place
to stay instead of a hotel.µ

´SpaceX designs,
manufactures and launches
advanced rockets and
spacecraft. The company was
founded in 2002 to
revolutionize space
technology, with the ultimate
goal of enabling people to
live on other planets.µ

´Uber is a company
founded in 2009 offering
travels. Using the mobile
application, he sends the
location to the Uber
driver (located in the
area), who will take us to
the destination of our
journey.µ

The leading start-up cities in Europe until mid-2019 were: London, Paris and Berlin. The capital of Great Britain has achieved over 320 initial investments, which makes it
one of the most attractive cities in Europe. It is followed by Paris with 230 investments and Berlin with 129.

STARTUP POLAND
This organization was founded in 2014. It is one of the well-known technology think tanks in Central Europe. It was created
thanks to a group of young Polish entrepreneurs and start-up founders. Their main goal is to represent Polish start-ups in
dialogue with the government, parliament, the European Commission and local government authorities. Thanks to
ambassadors operating in all voivodships in Poland, the organization reaches start ups throughout the country. Partners of
Startup Poland include: Google, Citi Handlowy, NCBR, Roche, PFR, Mastercard and Microsoft.
Every year in Poland and in the world there are more people having an idea for an innovative product or service. They set up their own enterprises and a small percentage
of start-ups succeed. From a sole proprietorship, they quickly become an international corporation, often entering the stock exchange.
Author: Aleksandra Bulanda

“Startup” - how it works?
A. Bulanda
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Many start-ups do not withstand market pressure and get lost in legal regulations, often at the
beginning of their activity they need support to develop themselves. The answer to these problems
are Business Incubators, thanks to which many companies have succeeded.
Business Incubators develop and support newly established enterprises. They are dynamically
developing all the time, by supporting innovative and emerging enterprise.
But do we know how this cooperation works?
We can contact with the incubator via the online form available on the website or by the phone.
Anyone can come to the Business Incubator and get the appropriate advice and support both at the
consultation stage and after signing the contract.
Benefits of cooperation for the enterprise:
The Business Incubator promotes the company its website
Support of PR and marketing departments
Startup promotions
No commision on achieved revenues
Lack of social insurance contribution
The option of using the Incubator's logo

From startup...

Ekoenergetyka was founded in 2019 in Zielona Góra by two graduates of the Univerisity of
Zielona Góra. A good idea and support of Business Incubator was enough to start the
business. The company received support from the Incubator in the form of lending premises
for the company's headquarters. They operate as part of the Academic Business Incubator of
the University and Business Incubator of the City of Zielona Góra.
... to a large company

In 11 years since their creation they grew from 2 to 180 people, acquired customers all over
Europe and are now a Central and Eastern European leader in charging technologies. The
company has received many awards, e.g. Frost & Sullivan Best Practices Award, EY
Entrepreneur of the Year in the New Technologies (Innovation category), Business Gazelles
2019 and Forbes Stars 2020.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Business Incubators give startups a chance to implement their ideas, supporting their
activities in many aspects and helping to overcome initial difficulties. They also allow the
exchange of experiences with other entrepreneurs and offer an access to many preferential
Godz.of18:00
•24 lipca
2019 • Pub Zgrzewka • ul. Dowolna 123
programs
their business
partners.
Thanks to them, many companies, including Ekoenergetyka, are successful both on the
domestic and international market
The Business Incubators as a chance for Startups’ success
P. Blicharz, K. Boguszewski
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KINGA BACHTA

TRAVEL
STARTUPS
that help us organize our trips
IF YOU HAVE PLANNED A TRIP YOURSELF AT LEAST ONCE, YOU KNOW HOW LONG IT TAKES TO ORGANIZE IT.
YOU'VE CERTAINLY HEARD ABOUT WEBSITES SUCH AS AIRBNB, TRIVAGO AND BOOKING. HAVE YOU EVER
WONDERED HOW THEY WERE CREATED? DID YOU KNOW THAT FIRST THEY WERE STARTUPS AND NOW THEY
ARE BIG WELL KNOWN COMPANIES?
THE PURPOSE OF THIS POSTER IS TO GIVE YOU A LITTLE INSIGHT INTO THE ABOVE TOPIC - TO LEARN ABOUT
THE HISTORY OF SOME OF THE MOST-KNOWN COMPANIES IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY AND TO MAKE THE
READER TO REFLECT ON THE FACTORS THAT CAUSED THESE STARTUPS TO TURN INTO HUGE COMPANIES.

AIRB NB .CO M

BOOKI NG.COM

Airbnb is a global platform offering rooms, flats and houses for rent from
m
o
private owners. It was founded in 2008. This startup's story begins when two
friends (Joe Gebbia and Brian Chesky) were looking for a way to make extra
money. With the upcoming Industrial Designers’ Conference in San Francisco,
there was a shortage of hotel rooms and accommodations. So the duo rented
out their apartment loft to designers looking for a place to stay. They
launched a simple website – airbedandbreakfast.com, and offered
air mattresses (hence the name) and a homemade breakfast for $80 each
night. A moment later, Nathan Blecharczyk joined the team. Unfortunately,
after some time they didn't have many reservations, so they fell into debt.
They took a break and created presidential-themed breakfast cereals – The
Obama O’s. The founders sold each limited edition cereal boxes for $40 a
piece. Proceeds from their sale pulled the company out of debt, and
information about the originators was found in national newspapers. In 2009
Airbnb is accepted into Y Combinator's batch and receives $20,000 in
funding. This was the turning point for the company. The site name has been
shortened from Airbedandbreakfast.com to Airbnb.com and the offer has
been extended.

I did not have any plans to become the biggest
player in the world. I simply went to work with
an outstanding team, and we worked really
hard for many years to solve a problem that
people were facing.
~ Geert-Jan Bruinsma
Booking.com was founded in 1996 in Amsterdam as a small Dutch
startup. Today is a one of the world’s leading digital travel
companies. The founder was Geert-Jan Bruinsma. He gives 3 tips
for good management:
1. Start from the problem, not from the technology.
2. Innovate in small steps.
3. Keep in mind the shortage that stimulates creativity (the
limited capacity allows you to focus on the things that have the
highest priority).

To date, Airbnb has a valuation of $38 billion. It offers 6 million listings in 191
countries and regions all over the world. Airbnb has 31 offices across the
world.

Booking.com has a dedicated team of over 17,000 employees in
198 offices across 70 countries. They offer 24-hour support in 43
languages, and more than 28 million total reported
accommodation listings, including
over 6.2 million listings alone of homes, apartments
and other unique places to stay. They have over 1.5
million room reservations every day.

A number people have said that Airbnb is the
worst idea that ever worked. Or at least i can
say, everyone at the time seemed to say it was
the worst idea ever, and it worked. So maybe
that's the nice connection.
~ Brian Chesky

TRIVAGO
In the beginning, we were not entirely sure
what direction we wanted to drive the business
model, but we were very sure what kind of
company we would like to run.
~ Rolf Schrömgens

DID Y OU KNO W T HA T ...
... 90 PERCENT OF STARTUPS FALL IN THE FIRST 2 YEARS OF
OPERATION?
... 3 NEW STARTUPS LAUNCH GLOBALLY EVERY SECOND
MAKING UP FOT 11 000 PER HOUR?
.... STARTUPS WITH 2 OR MORE FOUNDERS, A BALANCED TEAM,
OR WHO HIRE SKILLED EMPLOYEES TO DISTRIBUTE WORK ARE
MORE LIKELY TO SUCCEED?

Trivago is an online hotel search platform that compares prices from various hotels on booking sites
worldwide. The idea was born in 2005 in Düsseldorf, Germany by 3 university friends: Rolf
Schrömgens, Peter Vinnemeier and Stephan Stubner. "Like most start-ups, the site’s first iteration
was deployed from a garage." Trivago was the first hotel search engine operating on the German
market. At first, Trivago got one million Euro from investors. Then, they built up its first TV
advertising campaign. Trivago ran effective TV advertising in home-nation Germany and utilized
the income achieved to grow in Europe. In 2015, Trivago reported more than US$500 million in
revenue.
Now, Trivago operates in 55 global markets and employs over 1,200+ talents. They offer over 3
million hotels and other accommodation in 190 countries.

AFTER LEARNING ABOUT STARTUP STORIES, YOU CAN COME UP WITH ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
CONCLUSIONS. THE COMPANIES REMAINED ON THE MARKET AND THEN ACHIEVED A HIGH POSITION IN THEIR
INDUSTRY BECAUSE THEY HAD A SPECIFIC BUSINESS IDEA. THEY HAVE CREATED SOMETHING NEW THAT HAS
NEVER BEEN ON THE DOMESTIC OR GLOBAL MARKET, HAVE MET THE NEEDS OF CUSTOMERS.
IN ADDITION, FOR STARTUPS TO BE SUCCESSFUL, THEY SHOULD TAKE SMALL STEPS, COLLABORATE WITH
HARD-WORKING, MOTIVATED PEOPLE, AND HAVE THE ADEQUATE CASH RESOURCES OR INVESTORS.

Travel startups
K. Bachta
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 The main purpose of
this poster is to tell the story of worldwide known Uber company, but it’s not everything. Almost everybody

hasheard about Uber, so what is so special about it? What can we learn from them? Those are some other messages of this project.

Uber Technologies, Inc., which everybody knows as Uber was established in 2009 in San Francisco as UberCab. Founders
at the very beginning started by hiring private drivers, but if they would have followed that way, they wouldn’t have
developed the new type of transport which is now commonly known as peer-to-peer ridesharing. Currently Uber is not only
a ridesharing platform but also for example a food delivery company (Uber Eats). Uber is an example of how simple idea can
be transformed into a huge international company and success.
Uber logo

6RPHIDFWVDERXW8EHU
¾ In2013 Uber corporation introduced UBERMOTO in Paris. The only difference was a way that drivers were using motorbikes instead of a
cars.
¾ Second attempt of introducing UBERMOTO has taken place in Asia where motorbikes are way more popular than in Europe, which is
caused by a huge traffic. Unfortunately service was banned after 2 months by the government.
¾ Both drivers and customers of Uber are able to rate each other. Of course only customer rating makes sense, because driver won’t bother
if the customer is pleasant or not. When a new order is available, drivers are accepting it immediately, they don’t check any ratings. It
looks completely different form the client’s perspective who has more time to make a decision.

/HVVRQVKRZZH&DQ/HDUQIURP8EHU·V*URZWK
 Don’t be afraid to change conventions. – first idea was to start Limo Timeshare service company, but it wasn’t their best idea. The second one
was the 17 USD Billion idea (value after 5 years of Uber on the market), founders connected cell phone technology and cab –How simple is that?
 Don’t be afraid to aim high. – Company achieved huge success in THE USA, but it wasn’t enough for them. After the America it was the time for
Europe and after that for almost the whole world.
 Respond to customers needs. – Over the years Uber has faced criticism, for example for lack of necessary protection against sexual assaults.
The company very quickly improved the protection of their customers.
 Competitors on the horizon. – Always build up your brand. Currently on the market you can find multiple ride sharing companiess but Uber
was the first one and it’s still the most recognizable one.
 Try to minimize deductible costs. - Uber doesn’t hire commercial drivers, and therefore is reducing costs and gives possibility for noncommercial drivers to find a job or even a part-time job for students.
 Always try to improve. – The company is constantly exploring the market to find out another solutions, for example new innovations for their
app.
 Mission accomplished, but keep going- after the success for ride sharing company Uber added another service to their portfolio: Uber EATS.
In my opinion the history of this company and current status is an interesting case study. For 100% Uber Company used to be one of a kind. Let’s try to find
similar companies which were established after Uber and have similar services. For sure we will get more than 2 with almost identical services in the portfolio.
The History of this firm may be a perfect lesson for people who want to start up some brand new business or give a new touch for already existing one.

www.spidersweb.pl

www.wnp.pl

Uber: from startup to international company
I. Cieśla
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www.spidersweb.pl

Authors: Monika Fiejdasz, Agata Golonka, Sylwia Grabka
The purpose of the poster is to approximate the term "unicorn" concerning to startups and to present the
company that has achieved this name and which became one of the most valuable among other in the trade.

FOUNDER
Reference: generationt.asia/leaders/55asss
minutes-with-payal-kadakia-of-classpass

The historyy of Classpass
p
In 2013, the ClassPass application was created, which
offers services based on monthly renewed membership
and guarantees access to various sports activities, in
various schools and fitness clubs, as well as wellness
centers. Currently, platform members can book
participation in over 5 million sports activities each
month.

What is the unicorn in the
p world ?
startup

The founder of ClassPass is Payal Kadakia, the daughter of Indian
immigrants who was born in 1983 and grew up in New Jersey. She is
a dancer. She graduated of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. In 2008 she built her first company, which was dance
company. After being frustrated by the process of trying to find
ballet classes online, she was inspired to build her own app.

Reference:classpass.com/blog/201
6/12/15/classpass-android-app

Unicorn is a startup valued
at least one billion US
dollars.

Startup
p of the company
p y
In the past 18 months, the company has been on an
expansion tear, going from four to 28 countries. It now
boasts more than 30,000 boutique studio, gym and
wellness partners. With funding round it has raised
$285 million, pushing its valuation above the $1 billion
mark, officially making it a "unicorn." ClassPass seek to
double its presence in Europe and develop the
platform in countries in Central and South America.

BECOME A MEMBER OF GROWING COMMUNITY

Download the app

Choose gym and class

Connect with friends

Go to the training

Conclusion: The name "unicorn" is an unusual distinction that only a few startups can boast of. As the ClassPass story shows,
even a prosaic problem can become an inspiration to create something that will turn into an extremely profitable
business. With enough among of passion and persistence Payal Kadakia perceived a market opportunity and turned it
into company worth millions.

Classpass - how to become a unicorn in the startup world
M. Fiejdasz, A. Golonka, S. Grabka
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Uber is an application that allows you to associate with each other a person who is currently looking for
transport (and is registered in the customer database), and a driver belonging to the database. Uber's value is
estimated at USD 68 billion. It is called the most expensive start-up in the world. Uber's value is estimated at $68
billion. It is called the most expensive start-up in the world. The application currently is being operated in 633
cities in 65 countries around the world. In Europe, Uber is in 85 cities.
This poster will be a lesson for start-up and show in which aspects other firms should go forward with UBER.

Not elegant but simple

Elegant business models are rarely
the way to go with startups. Elegant
very often means complicated and
this causes that there are more ways
for things to go wrong. Start-ups
should look for innovation which
helps them avoid complications.
Start-ups should innovate which
may increase their performance.
UBERs learn that start-ups should
think about clear vision (not
complicated), provide
communication procedures, provide
internal controls, control feedback
and everything should go fine.

High security technology
adapt relentless changes in
industry to operate in

Lessons given by UBER
to start-up companies
Decentralization

Mouth marketing

Word of mouth has played a huge role
in Uber’s growth. Except normal
marketing, start-ups should use mouth
marketing to reach new customers.
Normal advertisement reaches handful
of people but it ends at the moment
when ad is taken down. If company
deas well, customers talk about this and
reccomend to others. Customers trust
feedback from collegues and co-workes,
so they will use service then. What is
more, this kind of marketing is free.
Startups should use this technique to its
fullest potential when they grow their
customer base.

Favourable working conditions

Company should be created an
attractive package for employees to
encourage them to cooperate and
distinguish them from the
competition. To attracts highly
qualified employees entrepreneur
should offer adequate remuneration..
Uber employees can benefit from
flexible working hours, which is an
additional advantage for those who
want to make extra income.

The lower level of management knows
what action needs to be taken to make
the services offered attractive to
customers, so the manager must trust his
or her employees to be able to entrust
them with making decisions that will
ensure the proper functioning of the
company. Decentralization of decisionmaking is particularly important when a
company operates in several countries, as
the manager may be unaware of
exceeding the rules that apply there. In
this situation, possibility to local
managers make decisions is very
important for the whole company.

Uber is a pioneer

Unstopable changes

One of the most important think for companies is being first
on the new market. Thanks to that start-up company could
be stronger than other competitors. Company for example
Uber can do market research, identify market conditions and
create brand recognition. For a start-up company very
important is to be faster than competitors. Uber is one of this
type company, which uses competetive advantage by being
first on the market. This differrence helps Uber to achieve
much higher revenue than other companies, start-ups,
which enetered the market much later.

The market is constantly evolving. Law, technologies,
market regulation are regulary changed. For a new
companies , it is very difficult to adopt and update any
changes. For many of them changes may be too radical. Our
company has to face these problems and adopt changes in a
short time. For example customers expected high quality
and competetive prices. In uber's strategy the most
important thing is to adapt changes quickly and meet
customer expectation. It is necessary to achieve success.

There are many points where start up should look for possibilites to grow up at the market. They should
look for not only obvious solutions but smart one.
UBER shows how start up should invest their money and become one of the most popular company on
the world.

Uber as a perfect example of start-up company
A. Feluś, T. Florek, A. Gaj
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Influence of further business environment on the start-up
E. Gwizd, K. Janus, G. Jarosz
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3DXOD,VNDĔVND
Katarzyna Kaczor
Monika Kasiarz

1. Find the Right Investors
;^ƚĂŶĚ out from the others and
encourage investors with
ǇŽƵƌ innovative business ŝĚĞĂ so
that they are willing to ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚĞ
ǁŝƚŚǇŽƵ͘Ϳ

5. Work With Aligned Businesses
;Some simple practices can help to
ensure business alignment:
maintaining focus on the mission,
vision and values, and having a plan
for monitoring and measuring
performance͘Ϳ

5 Reasons
Your Startup
Should Be
a Benefit Corp

4. Gain Consumer Trust and Loyalty
;Stand on current and broadly
relevant issues like sustainability,
transparency or fair employment
practices helps build strong
connections with clients. The closer
ĂĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͛ƐƉƵƌƉŽƐĞĂůŝŐŶƐƚŽƚŚĞŝƌ
own beliefs, the better͘Ϳ

2. Attract Capital
;EŽƚ only will incorporating as a
benefit corp improve your ability to
attract capital, it will enhance your
attractiveness as more investment
firms move in this direction͘Ϳ

3. Get the Best Talent
;dĂŬŝŶŐ care of your employees,
running a business that is positively
impactful, offering autonomy and
new opportunity Ͷ these are all
talent-attractors and common
practices of benefit corporations͘Ϳ

Becoming a benefit corporation has advantages for every stakeholder
in your business, from consumers and talent to shareholders
and directors. And, in an era where so many are trying to be authentic
and sustainable, becoming a benefit company helps you stand out
from the crowd by demonstrating your commitment to your employees,
your community, and the environment.

5 Reasons your startup should be a benefit corporation
P. Iskańka, K. Kaczor, M. Kasiarz
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Gamification in business

Benefits of gamification for business:
Gamification is widely used in various business areas,
regardless of the size of the company.bIts use bring real
[Source:https://finances
benefits for the company:
online.com/gamification
-trends/]
Increase customer retention
Improves productivity
Increases motivation
INCREASE EMPLOYEE
Encourages creativity
ENGAGEMENT
Enhance synergy and collaboration
Increase involvement
Transmits corporate image
Drive innovation

The goal of this poster is to give the explanation of Gamification and
provide the brief view on its use in corporate environment and
startups.
Gamification is defined as the application of game design
elements in non-game contexts to motivate participation,
engagement, and loyalty.
Gamification techniques are designed to leverage people's natural
desires for socializing, learning, mastery, competition, achievement,
status, self-expression, altruism, or closure, or simply their response
to the framing of a situation as game or play.

ENHANCE EMPLOYEE
PRODUCTIVITY
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

[A. Rapp (2015) , A Qualitative Investigation of Gamification: Motivational Factors in Online Gamified Services and
Applications, " Gamification: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications"]

AREAS OF APPLICATION:
MARKETING
EMPLOYER BRANDING
INTERNET SALE
FINANCES
HR
CSR

[A. Narayanan (2014), Gamification for Employee Engagement]

Gamification in startups:
Basing on gamification can be one way to stand
out from the crowd of startups.
Startups use gamification as one of the
strategies to increase product value in the eyes
of the customer, which allows them to manage
customer engagement and loyalty.
A common problem for startups is the lack of
funds and difficulty in paying content creators
salary, the solution is gamification, people
reward each other (badges) and gain the favor
of the community, winning a place in various
rankings.

Gamification in corporate environmental:
Gamification is used in setting and achieving
business goals.
Corporations use gamification techniques in
almost every area of their business. Elements of
gamification are used, among others in
recruitment, sales process, marketing and
corporate training.
The use of gamification in selected processes in organizations:

Employee training
Employee development programs
Onboarding
Sales training
Manufacturing training
0
%

20
%

40
%

60
%

[Source: http://webcasts.td.org]

Monika Koral
Gamification in business
M. Koral
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How to develop start-up to become corporation
K. Jarosz, D. Kubacki, M. Musiał
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Accounting and
Controlling

<ůĂƵĚŝĂ<Ƶđ

Human Capital Management
HCM is concerned with obtaining, analysing and reporting on data that inform the direction of value-adding
people management, strategic, investment and operational decisions at corporate level and at the level of
front line management͘

How to implement it?

Embrace mobility in the workplace
ce

Create employee profiles

DŽďŝůŝƚǇƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐĞŵƉůŽǇĞƌƐĂŶĚĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞƐĂůŝŬĞƚŚĞ
ĨůĞǆŝďŝůŝƚǇƚŽǁŽƌŬĨƌŽŵĂŶǇǁŚĞƌĞ͕ĂƚĂŶǇƚŝŵĞ

dŚĞǇ ĂůůŽǁ ŵĂŶĂŐĞƌƐ ƚŽ ĐŽůůĞĐƚ ĂŶĚ ƐƚŽƌĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ
ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŝŶ ŽŶĞ ƉůĂĐĞ͘

Streamline employee onboarding
dŚĞŽŶďŽĂƌĚŝŶŐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐƐĞƌǀĞƐĂƐĂŶĞǁŚŝƌĞ͛ƐĨŝƌƐƚŝŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶŽĨĂĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͕ǁŚŝĐŚ
ƐƚƌĞƐƐĞƐƚŚĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞŽĨŚĂǀŝŶŐĂƐŵŽŽƚŚŽŶďŽĂƌĚŝŶŐƐǇƐƚĞŵŝŶƉůĂĐĞ͘

Revive the performance

Offer unlimited
li it d PTO
P
&ůĞǆŝďůĞƉĂŝĚƚŝŵĞͲŽĨĨƉŽůŝĐŝĞƐ
ƐŝŵƉůŝĨǇ,DďǇĞůŝŵŝŶĂƚŝŶŐƚŚĞ
ƚĞĚŝŽƵƐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨĐĂůĐƵůĂƚŝŶŐ
ǀĂĐĂƚŝŽŶĂĐĐƌƵĂůĂŶĚƚƌĂĐŬŝŶŐ
ĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞĂďƐĞŶĐĞƐ

ŵƉůŽǇĞƌƐƐŚŽƵůĚƐƚƌŝǀĞƚŽďƵŝůĚĂƌĞŐƵůĂƌĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬĐƵůƚƵƌĞďǇŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚŝŶŐƐĞůĨͲ
ƌĂƚŝŶŐƐ͕ƉĞĞƌƌĞǀŝĞǁƐĂŶĚŵĂŶĂŐĞƌĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚƐŝŶƚŽƚŚĞ,DƐǇƐƚĞŵ͘

Human Capital Management is important for:



Hiring the right talent



Orienting him/her to the organization
n



Making a new employee feel comfortable
ab
ble



Training employees in order to constantly
upgrade their skills



Retaining employees



Making employees self sufficient and prepare
re
them for adverse conditions

Human Capital Management
K. Kuć
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IM & KM
Information management

Knowledge management

Data and info

Knowledge

Focus on data, information,
facts and figures

Focus on knowledge,
understanding and wisdom

Technology

People

Technology driven.

People driven. Supports communities
and group learning

Explicit

Tacit

Articulated, well-defined,
easy to identify and share

Unarticulated, hard to identify and
share

Know what
It offers a fact that you can then
use to help create useful
knowledge, but in itsefl that

Know how

FACT
STATISTIC

Is largely about knowhow, know-why and
know-who

Easy to copy

Hard to copy

Is easy to copy – due to its
codified and easily transferrable
nature

The connection to experience and
context makes tacit knowledge
extremely difficult to copy

ACTION
EXPERIENCE

Information management focus on activities needed for controlling organisation's records. This is done trough managing
information resources, and IT resources can be used. People are important but not a critical resource. On the other hand,
knowledge management has people as a critical component to be managed. KM is oriented to improve the organisational
performance and to add value through a set of key-process (mainly knowledge sharing). Through diverse sets of knowledge
management systems, companies they can preserve, spread and further develop valuable ideas. It depends on company’s
core competence if they need knowledge or information management.

Information Management vs Knowledge Management
J. Kołodziej
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Joanna KapuäciÑska
Accounting and Controlling
Cracow University of Economics

Knowledge Management
Knowledge is the currency of today’s economy and the crux of knowledge management, which in turn the lifeline of modern-day organizations.
It has been used since 1990s as a tool to achieve sustainable competitive advantages and greater performance, and now, it is becoming an essential asset to sustain organizational
competitive advantages and a vehicle for continuous progress and innovation. It is every organization’s objective to be able to grow and progress whether it is an SME or a large
enterprise so to ensure that there is return on investment of the shareholders and this objective can be met through sustainable superior organizational performance. There are many
determinants that may influence organizational performance operating in the current economy but one that is being increasingly recognized as vital is knowledge management.
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“Increasing Domain Complexity” which means the knowledge required
to complete a particular business task just becomes more complex;
“Accelerating Market instability” which means the rate of change in
market trends has increased significantly over the years to the extent that
market changes may happen overnight;
“Intensified Speed of Responsiveness” which means that decision makers
are now given much less time to respond to the market changes otherwise
risk losing business opportunities;
and finally “Employee Turnover (Diminishing Individual Experience)”
which means that employee mobility is even greater than before thus
leaving organizations with major challenges of maintaining their
intellectual capital.

Strategy:

Politics:

The long-term
support to implement
and sustain initiatives that
involve virtually all
organizational functions,
which may be costly to
implement and which often
do not have a directly visible
return on investment.

Strategystrategy
:
Knowledge
nowledge management
must be
b
Knowledge
dependentmanagement
on corporatestrategy
strategy.must
be
dependent
on
corporate
strategy.
The objective
objec
jecctive is to manage, share, and
The
objective
is k
to manage, asse
share, that
and
create
tee re
relevant
elevan
nt
knowledge
assets
create will
relevant
assets that
help knowledge
meet
meeet tactical
willand
help
meet ctactical
and strategic
strategic
requirements.
requirements.

Organizational
Organization
Culture:

The organizational culture
influences the way people
interact,
nteract, the context within which
knowledge
nowledge is created,
the
hee resistance they will have
towards
wards certain chang
changes,
and ultimately
the way they share
knowledge.

Organizational
Organizationa
Processes:

Technology:
The systems, tools,
and technologies that fit
the organization's requirements
ents
-properly designed
and implemented

The right processes,
environments,
env
vironments, and systemss th
t
that
enable
en
nable KM to be implemented
impleme
in the organization.

Management
& Leadership:
KM requires competent and
experienced leadership at all levels.
l
There are a wide variety of KM
M-related
-reeelated roles
that an organization may or may not need to
implement,
lement, including a CKO, knowledge
knowle
managers,
rs, knowledge brokers
and so on

Knowledge Management is a vital source of sustainable competitive advantage for enterprises and has mor
more
re positive influence on
on firm
m performance.
performancee.
e KM
allows for the integration of people, processes and technology to create values from
om
m both organizations
organizations’
s’ in
intangible
ntangible and tangible assets. This integration
allows for new business opportunities to be identified and
d developed through thee u
use of knowledge gained from the knowledge worker (expert), quick
and easy access to the needed kno
knowledge
owledge at any time and
du
under any circumstances, that is, ensuring the needed knowledge always gets to the right place,
in
n the right
righ
ht format, at the righ
right
htt ti
h
time,
ime, and the implementation of more efficient and effective processes through the continuous learning.
learning
ng.
g. IIt also helps to
better
bette
eerr sh
share
hare the knowledge with the different stakeholders which can significantly improve existing relationships or create new
wo
one
ones
es.
ees
s. F
For example,
improved customer relationships would normally result in better customer loyalty and better organizational public image. It hel
help
llp
p
pss to
to enhance the
collaborative effort expected from employees, encourage continuous development of people capabilities through individual orr gro
rou
oup
ou
o
up
p learning, and
d
promote organizational learning for improved production and services offering, and the overall resulting effect on organizati
atiiona
naal performance
ce.
ce

Knowledge Management
J. Kapuścińska
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The main purpose of our poster is to answer the questionÅWhat are the main advantages of such cooperation between
corporations and startups2SWLRQ
and what form of support may startups expect"µ


2SWLRQ


METHODS, WAYS AND

TOOLS OF COOPERATION

BENEFITS

5
Incubators

Improving
FRPSDQ\·V image

Accelerations

Financial and
investments
profits

Technological parks
Corporate venture capital CVC

Access to new
markets

Hackathons
Workshops

ȰɀɆɃȫȶɉɅȟȶɃȶ

New resources

Development and
testing of new
technologies at a
lower operational
costs and risk

Business
growth

Mergers and aquisitions

ȰɀɆɃȫȶɉɅȟȶɃȶ

ȰɀɆɃȫȶɉɅȟȶɃȶ

There are many methods of cooperations between startups and
big corporations. Choosing the best one depends on an
individual approaches and business characteristics of each
organization.

Scale Up is a supporting program which
task is to succor startups. His aim is to
provide experts help in financial and
investments areas and to enable contact
with big corporations, including stateowned companies.

Technical
knowledge

New technologies and products provided by startups help
you to remain competitive. Cooperations may increase
attractiveness to customers, bring a fresh look and
rejuvenate organizational culture

acquire customers
immediately after
acceleration

acquire investors
immediately after
acceleration

use additionally
other subsidies


STARTUPS


STARTUPS


STARTUPS

List of other supporting programs:

SUCCESSFUL COOPERATIONS

Summary
Ability to make contacts and cooperate is
crucial for both newly formed and already
growing startups. There are used many useful
methods and tools to find investors. Starting
cooperation with big enterprises might be a
milestone for each startup. As the past shows,
benefits resulting from it are really huge.

Due to cooperation PKO BP have
improved data digitization system
powered by IC Solution which
allow saving all documents in
electronical version. StartUp
provide the system of IC pen and
software which support this
process. In the result of
cooperation

Public support instruments of cooperation between big corporations and startups
J. Koza, A. Kardaś
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Effect of cooperation between PZU
Enelion is a polish producer of
and Raccoon is introducing of a new
electrical cars chargers.
patients rehabilitation technique.
Cooperation based on improve new
New method is based on
system which help to increase
gamification. Due to cooperation
efficiency of charger network.
range of offered servises increased, Thanks to this collaboration Orlen
which caused that organization gain
S.A. offer their services not only
more clients.
for combustion cars but also for
electrical cars.

    
Agata Kubajka
Gabriela Kukla
Magdalena Kurcz
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Selvita’s second largest project for
the treatment of AML and other
rare oncological diseases
worth 130 million PLN
September 2019 - first clinical research
(first patient)
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Wielkopolska Center of Advanced
Technologies
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First of tthe most ad
advanced
d
project
currently
curre
ntly investig
investigated
g
for the
treatment of Acute Myeloid
Leukemia
March 2017 – first-in-human
entered

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON
B
OSTON
Greater Boston Area the
h ffirst
foreign office in the neighborhood of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Harvard University and medical centers

Selvita Inc. with head office in
CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge, Massachusetts - renewal of Cambridge cooperation from 5th of May
cooperation contract from 2016 with
2015 is focused on supporting and
University of California in San Francisco developing business relationships with
(UCSF) for next 3 years.
local partners
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Split payment - the
influence on start-up
activities

Lidia Ryczek
Accounting and Controlling
Cracow University od Economics
Value Added Tax (VAT) is one of the most important
sources of state budget inflows, which is almost 40% of
budget revenue. The main goal of the newly introduced tool
- Split Payment - is to seal the tax system in Poland.
The purpose of the poser is to present the split
payment mechanism and the impact of the obligation
on start-up activities.
WHAT IS A START
RTT-UP
P?

SPLIT PAYMENT MECHANISM

Split payment consists of dividing the
amount of the liability by the
purchaser into two parts - net
amount and VAT amount. The net
amount is credited to an ordinary
settlement account, while VAT is
credited to a special VAT account.

The split payment mechanism was
introduced into Polish tax law to
prevent tax fraud. It prevents crimes
related to VAT and, at the same time,
increases state budget revenues. It is
nothing more than sealing the Polish
tax system.

An optional split payment mechanism was
introduced into Polish tax law on 15
December 2017. The obligatory split
payment has been functioning in Polish tax
law since 1 November 2019. It concerns
transactions which fulfill two cumulative
conditions:
 the invoice value exceeds 15 000 PLN
gross;
 the transaction concerns goods or
services which are interchangeable in
Annex 15. to the Goods and Services
Tax Act.

developer of
new products
and services

financially unstable
company
a company that
takes high risk

The possibility of obtaining VAT compensation
more quickly - the standard refund period for
VAT is 60 days. If it is indicated that the refund is
to be sent to the VAT account, this period is
reduced to 25 days.

The possibility of reducing VAT liability - this
right will be available to entrepreneurs who will
pay the VAT amount fully from their VAT account
before the statutory due date. The amount
reducing the VAT liability results from the
formula set out in the Goods and Services Tax
Act.
Entrepreneurs, who pay their liabilities using
g
split payment are protected against additionall
VAT liabilities. These penalties may be imposed
by the tax authorities where a VAT return is not
submitted or where significant errors are
detected in it.

innovative
company

a company which has been active
on the market for less than 5 years

T
The
entrepreneur may not freely dispose of the
funds deposited into the VAT account. Payments
that can be made using VAT account concern
mainly settlements with state institutions for taxes
and social security contributions. The transfer of
funds from the VAT account to another bank
account is possible after the entrepreneur submits
a written application and receives the consent of
the head of the tax office. The period for issuing
this permission is up to 60 days.

Advantages of the split payment forr
start-ups

newcomer to
the market

a company registered
as a VAT payer

Disadvantages of the split payment for start-ups
The use of split payment can contribute to blocking additional funds in the VAT
account. These funds can not be used for the continuation of business activities,
including subsequent business transactions. This may lead to serious financial
difficulties for start-ups and make their business development significantly more
difficult.
Failure to use the obligatory split payment to settle certain transactions is
punishable by high legal sanctions.
Entrepreneurs can use the VAT account free of charge. The obligation to set up
and maintain the VAT account is imposed on the Polish commercial banks. Due to
their losses, likely, the fees for maintaining already existing settlement accounts will
gradually increase.

Conclusions
Despite of the many clear benefits of the split payment method, it may harm the
financial situation of start-ups. Blocking additional funds on the VAT account or
increasing bank charges can impair their financial liquidity, prevent further business
transactions, and hamper market development.

Split payment – the influence on start-up activities
L. Ryczek
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STARTUP LIFECYCLE

.DWDU]\QD.XOSDF]\ĔVND
Accounting and Controlling

The purpose of the poster is to present the startup lifecycle and the possibilities of financing their activities at
different stages of their development.

What is a startup?
It is an innovative company founded to develop a unique
product or service and bring it to market.

LATE STAGE
E

EXPANSION

A proven business
model.
The startup
High profitability.
EARLY STAGE imitates
Reduced operational
Increase in profitability independent
SEED
and investment risk ±
of sales.
companies with an greater opportunities to

The
startup
has
a
PRE-SEED
The startup strengthens established market
prototype of its own
obtain financing.
the
market position.
position.
The appearance of a product / started
Financing ceases to
Increase in development A more mature
business idea and
offering the finished
come more from
expenditures ± the need business model
preparation of the
product on the market.
equity because foreign
for external financing.
than in previous
implementation of
The need for external
capital becomes more
Low profitability ± no phases.
this plan.
financing, due to
available.
possibility of selfExit stage of highCreating initial
increasing expenditures .
financing.
risk investment
product concepts that The startup has not
funds.
precede the prototype. yet exceeded the
The need for
break-even point.
constant (moderately
high) capital supply.
Banks; Venture Capital and Private Equity funds
The financing of this
phase is very risky - a
return on investment
is possible even after
Business Angels; Seed funds
5-7 years.

Family, Friends, Fools (FFF); Accelerator

A very important source of funding affecting the
functioning of startups is crowdfunding, which is a
source of funding available at all stages of their
development.

CONCLUSIONS
An inseparable part of a startup is the existence of different stages of development, which present
a specific development cycle of the business, resembling the product lifecycle. The availability of
funding sources depends largely on the stage of development of the startup. With each successive
stage, profitability increases and investment risk decreases, making it easier to attract investors.

Startup lifecycle
K. Kulpaczyńska
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Magdalena Królczyk
Accounting and Controlling

Systems management is the administration of the information technology
systems in an enterprise data center. IT systems management is usually
overseen by the chief information officer (CIO) or chief technology officer
(CTO).

Network
Monitoring and
Management:
This includes
monitoring of
network
devices.

Asset Inventory:
It helps in asset
lifecycle
management,
keeps a record of
hardware.

Application
Monitoring
System
administration:
Monitoring and
management
of servers.

Whatt elements of IT
T Can
Can Systems
Systems Management
M
help you with?
Log Management
and Performance
Analytics:
It helps you
collect, correlate,
and analyze the
system’s.

IT Security and
Compliance:
This task is in charge
of running anti-virus
and malware tools.

Automation:
This might include
automated backups
and restores,
automated
workloads, or desired
configuration states.

A Systems Management tool or software suite can help your IT
environment to stay online and run smooth. It is the most important
element of an IT-based organization and your success!
Systems Management
M. Królczyk
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es . IItt is the practice of recruiting, hiring, deploying and managing an
organization's employees. HRM is often referred to simply as human resources (HR). A company or
organization's HR department is usually responsible for creating, putting into effect and
overseeing policies governing workers and the relationship of the organization with its employees.

The role of HRM is to manage the people within a workplace to achieve the organization’s mission and
reinforce the culture. When done effectively, HR managers can help recruit new professionals that have
skills necessary to further the company’s goals as well as aid with the training and development of current
employees to meet objectives.
A company is only as good its employees, making HRM a crucial part of maintaining or improving the
health of the business. Additionally, HR managers can monitor the state of the job market to help the
organization stay competitive. This could include making sure compensation and benefits are fair, events
are planned to keep employees from burning out and job roles are adapted based on the market.

The power of human resource management
K. Kotnis
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We didn't have an implementation
7.7%
over 12 months
15.4%
up to 6 months
46.2%

6 - 12 months
30.8%

Improving internal processes in the company
Introduction of a new service or product
Potential return
Image / PR
Combining startups and customers
New solutions improving user experience
0%

25%

50%

75%

Why corporations and startups need to work together?
K. Madej, K. Puzia
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What are the features of
succesful entrepreneur?

The goal of the our poster is to show the stages of start-up development from
scratch to a powerful company. Moreover, we would like to show the features of
an entrepreneur who wants to be successful, as well as the opportunities offered
by running a startup.
Authors: <ĂŵŝŷƐŬĂ Edyta, Krupa Joanna, Karpierz Magdalena.

creativity

What are the advantages and disadvantages of startups?
ADVANTAGES
agility
efficiency
personalization
versality
flexibility
having fun

Investor confidence

DISADVANTAGES

self-discipline

risk of failure

low compensation
stressed out
poor market access

* Setting up the right legal
structure for business
* Understanding financial,
accounting and tax obligations

lack of processes

Willingness striving for
continuous development

organizational
skills

Proper
management of
the company

team conflicts

* Know yourself as an
entrepreneur before you
start

* Original business idea
* Strong and stable scratch
* Capital base

initiative

Testing business
premise in the real
world

SET A GOAL
AIM HIGH
TAKE CARE

ACHIEVE SUCCESS!

leadership abilities

decision making
skills
persistence in
goal striving

Appropriate
microeconomic and
macroeconomic conditions

strong need
to succeed

dŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŽĨƐƚĂƌƚƵƉŝƐĞǀĞƌůĂƐƚŝŶŐƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͘>ŝŬĞĂůůďƵƚƚĞƌĨůŝĞƐŚĂǀĞ͛͛ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞŵĞƚŚĂŵŽƌƉŚŽƐŝƐ͘͟To grow into an adult they go through stages: egg, larva, pupa and adult.
Each stage has a different goal - for instance, caterpillars need to eat a lot, and adults need to reproduce. The startup journey isn't easy. The steps, however, if planned correctly
can make this journey a lot easier and enjoyable.

How to turn into a powerful company from scratch?
E. Kamińska, J. Krupa, M. Karpierz
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Corporation facts vs myths
K. Niziołek, P. Oleś, M. Pirga
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From small start-up to a global brand – how Airbnb made it
S. Szewczyk. K. Rojowska, B. Słowik
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Renata Ptaszek

The purpose of the poster is to present a start-up that has been
successful thanks to the good idea and commitment of its founders.

Company and idea
It all began with Elon Musk announcing a competition for the
design of a new mode of transport called hyperloop. Students from
the Warsaw University of Technology decided to take part in it.
They managed to reach the final of the competition twice and even
tested the prototype of their machine at SpaceX. In part, based on a
university team but supplemented with people with business
experience, the company Hyper Poland was founded in 2017.
Hyper Poland develops the next generation of High-Speed Railways
(HSR), based on magnetic levitation, linear motor and autonomous
control systems, which can be subsequently transformed into a
vacuum version. The company's goal is a quick, phased
implementation of hyperloop-inspired transportation technology
within railways’ systems using existing railway corridors and
regulations. The implementation of the hyperloop concept is to take
place in three stages: magrail, hyperrail and hyperloop.

Magrail
The magrail system is a unique magnetic rail technology operating
on existing railway tracks at a speed of 300 km/h - 415 km/h. This
hybrid solution allows both magnetic vehicles and conventional
trains to operate on the same lines.

CROWDFUNDING

Hyperloop
The last stage is a vacuum railway (hyperloop), which will require a
new, dedicated infrastructure and vehicles will move at speeds up to
1200 km /h. It is a combination of an airplane and a train.
The pod moves in a special tube, in which air pressure is as low as it
is at an altitude of 10 km, which greatly reduces air resistance. It
travels without contact with the tunnel using magnetic levitation and
air bearings.

Prototype
On October 22, 2019, a demonstration of a magrail vehicle on the
test track took place in Warsaw. The 48-meter track was made on a
1:5 scale, with key elements much closer to the target: a 1:1 linear
motor and a 1:2 magnetic track. Completion of the construction of
the first full-scale test track and vehicle is planned for mid-2021.

Magrail

Hyperrail

Hyperloop

300-415 km/h

600-1000 km/h

1200 km/h

Advantages

Disadvantages

•the possibility of
implementing unique
projects and product
development,
•possibility to raise finance
with no upfront fees,
•way to test the public’s
reaction to your idea,
•sharing your idea, you can
often get feedback and
expert guidance,
•pitching a project through
the online platform can be a
valuable form of marketing
and result in media
attention.

•an idea published on the
Internet can easily be
copied by another entity,
•failure to obtain the amount
initially assumed may result
in the need to return the
collected funds in
accordance with the all or
nothing principle,
•the need to meet the
expectations of donors,
•running an action is often
associated with the need to
devote a large amount of
time, because an
improperly conducted
initiative may end in failure.

Hyper Poland was the first Polish company to organize a
crowdfunding campaign on a foreign platform - in this case on the
British Seedrs website. During the campaign in the second quarter of
2019, the Polish company collected EUR 330.000 from 470 investors
from 30 countries. In the second collection, which began in February
this year, the company collected over EUR 530.000, which was 118%
of the target.
As part of the second financing round, the company was valued at
EUR 13.5 million, or approximately PLN 58 million. Even during the
first collection, the valuation was at the level of EUR 7 million.

Conclusion
Equity crowdfunding as a funding source
Hyperrail
The magrail system can be subsequently transformed into a vacuum
version - hyperrail, allowing movement with max. speed of 600
km/h on regular lines and 1000 km/h on High-Speed Lines.

Equity crowdfunding enables individual investors to invest in
innovative projects. For fast-growing companies, it is an alternative
way to raise capital from many investors. In this case, the project is
financed by a large number of one-off payments made by persons
interested in the project, who in return receive rights to the
company's shares.

Hyper Poland – to success at the speed of sound
R. Ptaszek
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We can safely say about Hyper Poland that it is a start-up that has
achieved success. This was accomplished by using the existing concept
of a super fast means of transport - hyperloop in such a way that it will
be possible to implement it in stages. Careful and detailed project
development and commitment to its implementation drew the
attention of investors providing funding necessary for the
development of each start-up.

Raising funds for Startup
Every Startup needs money to fund its initial business. It is necessary to finance initial implementation activities, purchase of equipment,
materials and payments for employees already employed. Most entrepreneurs think first of bank loans as the primary source of money,
only to find out that banks are really the least likely benefactors for startups. The purpose of this poster is to present selected methods of
financing Startups.

Self- funding

Friends and family loans

Crowdfunding

• Self- funding is an effective way of start up
financing, especially when you are just
starting your business. The great thing about
using your own money to start up is you don’t
have ask anyone for help and not starting out
in debt.

• Family and friends will probably help you and
lend you money. However, in order not to
cause conflicts, you should ask these people
for help when you have a ready-made
business plan and financial forecasts for the
future. In this way, your family and friends will
believe in your possible success.

Business Angel

Grants

Government programs

• Angel investors are individuals with surplus
cash and a keen interest to invest in upcoming
startups. They can also offer mentoring or
advice alongside capital. Angel investors have
helped to start up many prominent
companies, including Google, Yahoo and
Alibaba.

• A grant is an award, usually financial, given by
one entity (typically a company, foundation,
or government) to an individual or a company
to facilitate a goal or incentivize performance.
Grants are essentially gifts that do not have to
be paid back, under most conditions. Grants
tend to be very industry-specific.

• Governments often offer the financial support
for people who are eager to set up their own
business. You just need to make yourself
aware of the various Government initiatives.
And if you comply with the eligibility criteria,
Government grants as a funding option could
be one of the best.

Microloans

Peer-to-peer lending.

Vendor financing

• There are many private companies and nonprofits that offer small loans, up to $35,000,
carrying interest rates between 8% and 13%,
and term lengths not to exceed six years.
Traditional funding with these desirable rates
and terms are rarely, if ever, available to
brand-new businesses.

• It is a loan not from a financial institution but
from individuals who want to financially
support an idea that they think can be
successful. Often, the investor in this case is a
successful entrepreneur who supports new
ideas similar to his idea.

• A supplier lends money to a customer and the
customer buys products or services from this
supplier. This method is usually aimed at
extending the payment period for products,
for example until the customer sells these
products. Sometimes the supplier-lender
takes up some of the shares of a company
that borrows money.

Asset finance

Invoice factoring

Equipment financing.

• An asset-based loan works the same way as a
mortgage. You borrow money against an
existing possession, and, if you can’t meet
your obligations, the asset is repossessed.
Assets which can be used as collateral include
property, accounts receivable, inventory and
equipment.

• Invoice financing is a way for businesses to
borrow money against the amounts due from
customers. Invoice financing helps businesses
improve cash flow. Businesses pay a
percentage of the invoice amount to the
lender as a fee for borrowing the money.

• Equipment financing. A lender lends money to
a customer to purchase business-related
equipment. This debt is repaid later in
installments with interest. Lenders usually
require a lien on the equipment. Pledged
equipment makes it easier to get a loan even
if you are in business for a short time.

• Crowdfunding is the use of small amounts of
capital from a large number of people to
finance a new business venture.The most
well-known crowdfunding websites for
startups are Kickstarter, Seedrs and
CrowdCube. All these sites charge a fee of 5–
7% of what you raise, but these fees are only
deducted if you reach your funding target.

Percentage share of capital in VC firms in Poland
Public capital

Private Polish capital

4%

Private foreign capital

GPs investments

4%

52%
40%

There is many ways of financing that entrepreneurs can take into
consideration during setting up their business. All of the mentioned
ways require lots of consideration. The important thing is to go with a
funding option with which you are comfortable and confident so that
you can focus on turning your business idea into a success.
ůǏďŝĞƚĂ^ŬƵďŝƐǌ͕ůĞŬƐĂŶĚƌĂ^ŬƌǌǇƉĞŬ͕/ǌĂďĞůĂWƚĂƐǌĞŬ
Faculty of Managment, Cracow University of Economics
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SHAPING THE ORGANIZATION OF TOMORROW ON THE
EXAMPLE OF
START-UP
What could possibly the organization of tommorow be like? The aim of this poster is to analize the topic and provide key elements of the future
organization illustrated by a truly incredible start-up .
ASSUMPTIONS4

FUTURE ORGANIZATION
The organization of tomorrow is a term that can only be discussed and defined by today’s
standards. Those who try to capture the meaning of it, bring up the need to invest in human
capital, natural environment and caring for the society’s well-being as a foundation1.
Organization of tomorrow will have to not only satisfy its clients in terms of quality services
and products offered, but also function as an educational establishment for adults2. It should
discover talents, improve skills of its employees, bring professional fulfillment and also
care for its specific culture and standards3. It is believed that besides from new technologies
w values of a company determine its identity.
and know-how,

Transferring own value system
Appropriate purpose employees qualifications
Widening of knowledge
Pushing the limits
Activation in the sphere of social life
Employee motivation and commitment
Creating space for the change and learning

INFORMATION CREATES SUCCESS
Knowledge will be the most important factor which can create competitive
advantage6. The organization of tomorrow should be a data- based business. Of
course, the key is how to competently use information. Thanks to that, the
company can achieve goal (success). Having as much information as it is
possibile is not a good way . Selecting is the solution7.

DEVELOPMENT
It is undeniable that development is an inseparable element of every organization.
What’s more, it is one of the most effective ways to shape the company. Not only
does it create the spheres of company’s functioning, but also allows to compete
effectively on the market. Thanks to that, it is possibile to achieve new/better
position8.

LEARNING IS THE FUTURE
The organization of tomorrow will, in some way,
share the characteristics of a learning organization.
Its features5:
Creating and collecting knowledge
Energy and effort
Space for improvement (conscious improvement)
Employees’ resposibility for their own, personal
development
Searching new solutions and learning how to find them
Shaping the environment
Permanent capacity building
Innovations

Author of graphic : Kamila Kot

WHAT IS A START UP?

QUALITIES9

It is hard to say what exactly concept start-up means,
however there are some specifications which characterized
this topic. Originally start-ups are all new entities. They are
coming into the market in hopes that their development will
increase innovativeness and also step on economic
development. Start-ups associate with conducting businesses
in its initial phase and also with implementing innovations.
These innovative entrepreneurs can be distinguished by their
unique abilities10.

Creating the value chain- common good of suppliers,
customers
Closeness to the client, listening to their needs, trust
Flexible response to the changes
Being capable of constant changes, searching new
advantages
Human capital as the most important asset
Managers should coach others, not overuse power
Author of graphic : Kamila Kot

IMPOSSIBLE FOODS AS AN ORGANIZATION OF
TOMORROW12

WHAT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOODS11?
Company on a mission to restore biodiversity
and transform food system
by making meat, fish and dairy from plants
Founded in 2011 by Dr. Patrick O.Brown
with headquaters in California, USA
Currently available in USA,
Hong Kong, Macau and Singapore

MEAT FROM PLANTS?
Exactly that! Impossible Foods uses technology
extracting a special molecule present in animals and
plants called heme that actually causes meat to taste a
certain way13. Learn more at impossiblefoods.com

Innovativeness: selling unique products –meat from plants
Competitive advantage because of innovative and ingenious technology
R&D team helps with solving the pressing challenge of the 21st century – climate
change
Serving not only customers, but environment
Conveying educational message
Sense of responsibility is a business fundamental
Cooperation: company, suppliers, customers
Sustainable food system
Values: zero waste, reducing carbon footprint/ water footprint, protection of natural
environment, business responsibility

The changing world does not let organizations rest so they must come to terms with the inevitable
need for change. Based on the analysis, future organizations would need to invest more in human
capital, take serious measures to reduce the negative impact on the environment as well as constantly
search new ways to improve in other areas such as technology. But who could know for sure, what
the future holds?

Sources:

Authors of the poster: Aleksandra 3RGOLĔVND and Weronika Plewniak
Author of graphic : Kamila Kot
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From startup to empire
The topic of our poster concerned about entrepreneurship issue. Our purpose is to introduce the problem of development among organizations.
We also show some examples that building the empire begins from startups. From rags to riches is the best way to define the hard work of those
companies.

Introduction
The key point of setting new startup is a brilliant idea, when entrepreneur has it, he or she can go for the main aim of every business which is development the idea
and constant growth of a business. In long-term perspectives entrepreneurs try also to conquering new markets and broaden customer base by using
management tools. As a result they become greater and they can share their innovative solutions. However to follow the aims above, the owner has to make the
first step and implement the unique idea into practice and establish a new business. The best way that encourages such a would-be entrepreneur to take a risk is
another business’s success. As a example could be emphasize Google that was set up in garage and now is well-known company. Also Polish company Fibar Group
which now provides its services in over a 100 countries around the world. The owner has showed that from rags to riches could be putting into practice. Originally
he wanted to make his home smart but after that he created his own idea of smart house solution which achieved great success on the market.

Successful Startups

Factors of startups’ success or failure

VALUATION $29,3 B
E-COMMERCE

Financial - undercapitalization at first stage of establishing a business could
makes it fail. Also lack of financial records could affect on mismanagement
problems which is a waste. As a result the financial situation is not under control.b

Experience issue - entrepreneurs with business experience are more effective
and acting more reasonable that is why they have higher chance for success.
What is more leadership is more than only a vision.The leader sets the example
for the rest of the organisation with appropriate attitude, ethic of work, and
determination.
Planning - this factor is one of the most important, managers or owners without
having a plan or strategy for its business doesn’t make it growth. All people
committed to running the startup need to have in mind the core goals and
being dedicated toward the achieving it. What is important the critical path of
thrive must be updated during the business’s progress.

Professional advice - it is significant not only for owners who have no experience
of management or economical area but also for those who need IT advice or any
other mentorship issue important for building an empire.

VALUATION $12,3 B
SOCIAL

VALUATION $72 B
TRANSPORTATION

Selected failure factors
Undercapitalization
Crew issues
Professional advice

Product/service timing- in achieving success it is important to monitors the
product/service situation. Every product or services has its stage of development.
Managers have to seeking for growth it and selecting those product or services
which are at this stage. It assures the demand increase and makes business
profitable.

Planning
Pricing/cost issues
Ignoring customers
0

Crew - With regard to achieving the setted goals, entrepreneur needs to surround
yourself with people who understand the business’s vision and fit into its culture. The
internal users need to be dedicated and highly motivated.

Protection of unique idea - It is not possible not to talking about ideas,
particularly if you hope to fundraising and developing your startup. At first step
of building the business, before you will discuss an ideas in public, it is worth to
make an non-disclosure agreement that will protect entrepreneur’s intellectual
property that is the most valuable assets of every business entity.

From startup to empire
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Conclusions
The business field is very demanding what shows the establish
new entity process. Global brands such as Airbnb, Google or
Uber shows that unique idea, determination and following
advice is a recipe for success. Such factors mentioned above
are based on success and failure of many enterprises that is
why important to draw their experience to became success.

Agnieszka Wincenciak
Patrycja Walas
Accounting and Controlling, Cracow University of Economics

Human capital as a basis for building a competitive advantage
Gaining a competitive advantage in today's economic reality is an extremely difficult task, because the determinant of
competitiveness is not only the products and services offered by companies, but above all unique and specific
knowledge. The importance of human capital is increasingly appreciated both in theory and in practice. Nowadays, it is
more and more often emphasized that the true value of a company's intangible assets is the knowledge and skills of its
employees, customer satisfaction and product innovation.

Human
Capital

Human capital represents the human factor in the organization; the combined
inte
intelligence,
skills and expertise that gives the organization its distinctive character.
The human elements of the organization are those that are capable of learning,
cha
changing,
innovating and providing the creative thrust which if properly motivated
can ensure the long-term survival of the organization.

what is
that?

The advantages of investing in human capital
Human capital consists of :

ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶƐĂůĞƐĂŶĚƉƌŽĨŝƚ

ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞƚŚĞƌĂƚĞŽĨĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞĨůƵĐƚƵĂƚŝŽŶƐ
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H[SHULHQFH
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HGXFDWLRQ
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DELOLWLHV
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ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶĞŵƉůŽǇĞĞƐĂƚŝƐĨĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶůŽǇĂůƚǇ
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŽƌŐĂŶŝǌĂƚŝŽŶĂůĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ

LQQRYDWLYHQHVV

ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶŵŽƚŝǀĂƚŝŽŶ

Human capital internal reporting
Analysing and reporting human capital data to top
management and line managers will lead to better
informed decision making about what kind of actions or
practices will improve business results, increased ability
to recognize problems and take rapid action to deal with
them, and the scope to demonstrate the effectiveness of
HR solutions.
It is not enough simply to give managers and other
stakeholders information on human capital. It must be
accompanied by effective analysis and explanation if they
are going to understand and act upon it in the interests of
maximizing organizational performance.

Source: K. Cyran, =QDF]HQLHNDSLWDãXOXG]NLHJRZUR]ZRMXSU]HGVLčELRUVWZVHNWRUD0ģ3,
„Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu Ekonomicznego w Katowicach”, 2017, nr 343

In the recent years, terms like knowledge society, intelligent, learning or knowledge based organizations are used more
often. Related to these concepts, many studies underline the fact that organizations should act intelligently by learning and
using their knowledge or by being just knowledgebased organizations. More than 48 per cent of entrepreneurs believe that
improving employees qualifications makes a company innovative. It is the employees focused on development that are the
source of innovative solutions and creative ideas that distinguish the company from the competition.
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Implement your own business idea in practice
There are no restrictions on who can turn into an incredible business visionary. You don`t really require an advanced education, a cluster
of cash in the bank or even business experience to begin something taht could turn into the following real achievment. Nonetheless,
what you do require is a solid arrangement and the drive to see it through.
There is a ton to consider and plan before you dispatch and it is vital to set yourself up for business. On the off chance that you believe
you are prepared to begin your first business, here is a well ordered review of what you have to do to get it going.
10 steps to turn an idea into a business

Benefits of running your own business

o Come up with an idea. Choose an idea that suits your passions,
goals, strengths, resources and risk tolerance. However, that your
initial idea is just a hypothesis.

10%

2%

29%
o Think through all angles. Assess the opportunity as an investor
would do it in an objective, accurate and analytical way. Who are the
customers and what do they need? How big is the chance? Is the
withdrawal worth the risk? What is the business model? A rough
business plan is a great way to make sure you cover all of your bases.

37%

o Get feedback. Find people who know the market, business model,
competitors and predecessors - the people who were there have done
it and can help you understand what works and what does not in the
real world. Also, talk to customers - people from the main target
market - and find out what they think about your hypothesis.
o Respond to feedback. Make the necessary changes to your
business plan, product and marketing strategy. Run a few numbers to
find out how much capital you need to reach key milestones. Develop
an implementation plan with the most important goals over the next
few months and specify who you need in the team to implement this
plan.

62%

43%
41%
You are the boss for yourself

Higher earnings

The ability to do what you like

Self-fullfilment

Possibility to deduct costs

More time for the family

Other

o Build a basic product. When you imagine a product or service that The answers do not add up to 100%, as the respondent could
you ultimately want to offer, it probably has a neat appearance and a choose up to 5 answers.
Source: ARC Rynek i Opinia na zlecenie InFakt, 2018
full set of features. Keep this final vision of the rear burner for now.
Build this basic product as quickly and inexpensively as possible.
o Open shop. The temptation is to wait until your product is
"perfect" to start selling it. Instead, realize that "perfect is a good
enough enemy." Create a basic product and quickly introduce it to the
market.
o Test what you've created. Thanks to products on the market, you
can learn how to tailor your offer to customer needs. To do this, test
items such as prices, brand, features and customer experience.
Measure the results and draw conclusions.
o Make adjustments. When you find out which aspects of the
product and marketing you have made a mistake, of course you want
to fix them. But I hope that some things will also improve and you
will want to leave them untouched.
o Get ready to grow. Check your business plan again and update
your product, team, marketing, implementation and finance
strategies. Gather the resources that you need to develop. If you are
going to raise capital, this is a good time.

the originality
and
uniqueness of
your product

concentration of
your actions on
satisfying the
specific needs of
a selected group
of recipients

Your success
will be
determined
by:

the ability to
limit
expenditure on
promotion

ability to
develop their
unique abilities

o Stomp on the start-up accelerator. Thanks to the market-proven
plan and resources, it's time to grow. Make sure your team knows and
believes where you are going. Make sure everyone understands what
they expect and what they need.
The risk of changing your life completely in favor of trying something we've always wanted to do and making it your job is undoubtedly
worth crossing your own limits. The more that it can provide security for the rest of life at the price of temporary (sometimes shorter,
sometimes longer) turbulence. Once you get started, never rest on your laurels. Live change, enjoy it, experiment. Improve yourself, your
idea, your business. Your enterprise should develop throughout its duration - just like you want to develop throughout your life.
Remember this and everything will go according to plan - you will become your own hero.
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Credibility of contractors is of crucial importance for
the processes of business management. It is not only a
problem of management board of huge corporations,
but also small business entities. Financially unstable
contractors are a tremendous problem for
entrepreneurs - in addition to the lack of payment for
goods or services, the entrepreneur loses because of
inevitability to pay taxes for these products. That is
why it is worth spending time assessing credibility of
the contractor before establishing cooperation.
Counterparty verification is not only recommended
before entering into the first business transaction, but
should also be a continuous process. This will protect
the company from dishonest contractors and
minimize the risk of losing receivables.

By the European Central Bank definition of 20
September 2011, contractors are defined as natural or
legal persons party to a transaction. From the
enterprises' perspective, the counterparties will be
both suppliers and customers, i.e. key entities
belonging to the so-called enterprise microenvironment. The literature of the subject
characterizes entities belonging to the microenvironment as those which determine the conditions
for functioning of enterprises and development in
a particular sector or area of a market. Cooperation
with an unreliable contractor has a significant impact
on the company condition, ranging from breach of
contracts, financial problems, to insolvency leading
the company for even bankruptcy.

Verification of contractors is crucial, in particular when
deferred payment (trade credit) is used. This method
is commonly used by B2B and B2C systems. On the
one hand, it allows to increase sales, strengthen the
loyalty of parties through a policy of price discounts
and gives contractors more time to collect funds to
repay liabilities. On the other hand, may result late
payments or even payments gridlocks.

Main
M i causes off late
l t paymentt in
i Europe.
E
 ǣǣǷEuropean Payment ͚͙͘͡ǳǡIntrum, p. 9, 2020

 
Maintaining the appropriate level of financial liquidity
is a key problem faced by today's enterprises.
A liquidity crisis is a financial situation characterized
by a lack of cash or easily-convertible-to-cash assets
on hand across many businesses what is identify as
a case of insolvency. Such situations could generate
late payments or even payment gridlocks which not
only lead to bankruptcy of the company itself, but also
the impact on financial problems of other entities.

 
A very effective way to check a contractor is business intelligence.
Companies check the potential business partner in official
registers which are free and publicly available.
The National Court Register (  ¦) provides
information on the legal status of a registered entity and the
material elements of its financial condition. The Central
Registration and Information on Businesses (C   
   Ïä   ) contains information
about entrepreneurs conducting business activity in Poland. At
the white list companies check the status of the contractor
relevant for liability for VAT obligations. Thanks to financial
statements contractor can be assessed in financial terms.
There are also paid methods, primarily searching for information
in debtors' registers kept, e.g. by Business Information Office
(    ).

Payment terms in different types of businesses during
past 4 years. Blue bars stand for payment terms
allowed (in days). Red lines stand for time actually
taken by customers (in days).
 ǣǣǷEuropean Payment ͚͙͘͡ǳǡIntrum, p. 6-7, 2020

The European average payment time continues to
increase, particularly in B2B (an increase from 34 days
in 2018 to 40 days in 2019). Despite of extending
payment period, the trend of late payments continues
also in public sector where the average time to pay
liabilities in the last four years was 23% longer than
allowed.

Data obtained from these sources are the basis for in-depth contractor analyzes, but are also used to contractor'
verification with the 5C method. It is an expert method based on the knowledge of credit inspectors (analysts), based
on decision criteria. It belongs to the group of quantitative and qualitative methods, because analyzing hard financial
indicators is supplemented with expert judgment. The graph below shows 5C method elements.

Based on the data from the report six out of ten
companies have been asked to accept longer payment
terms than they feel comfortable with and 58 % have
accepted longer payment terms. According to data
collected in the Payment Practices Barometer September 2019, over 80% of East European
companies reported this problem.
Europe (%)

31-60
days late

2,9
5,1

15,9

 ǣǣ  ǤǡǷÏä©Ï ä ¸ ǳǡǤ͙͞͞ǡǡ͚͙͛͘

Poland (%)
1-30 days
late

3,3

61-90
days late

Internal and external sources of information
about the enterprise


 

4,2
3,3
5,0

16,3

over 90
days late

Percentage of past due B2B receivables by age of
account.
 ǣǣǷEastern Europe: trade credit risk xpeced to rise, as aconomic growh loses steamǳǡ
Atradius Payment Practices Barometer, 2019


Huge risk while running a business is undoubtedly the loss of receivables due to insolvency or dishonesty of the contractor. Deferred payments used in companies have many
benefits, however, they can cause payment gridlocks when the contractor is not able to regulate payments. To avoid cooperation with an insolvent contractor, specialist perform
the credibility check. Entrepreneurs have many resources at their disposal to verify credibility of the contractor. Thanks to described methods of searching for information about
contractors, analysts can check legal status, debts, financial condition or the condition of the company. In addition to analysts, modern technologies are also helpful in checking the
contractor. Thanks to the automation and robotization of processes, companies can find information about contractors much more efficiently. These improvements give the
opportunity to verify partners more often, and thus better protection against loss of money. In conclusion checking of business partners should be carried out regularly. There are
many methods and tools helpful in this activity, which means that with little effort we can protect the company against loss of receivables.

Use of controlling techniques in verifying contractors credibility
U. Wojtas, B. Żurak
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Source:Pitchbook – As of March 31,2020
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Source: PwC CB Insights MoneyTree™ Report Q1 2020
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Source: PwC CB Insights MoneyTree™ Report Q1 2020

Driving a stable startup in an unstable economic situation
M. Wójcik, S. Wójcik
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Scale up as an opportunity for startups
Wojnar Katarzyna, Patrycja Wójcik
Results of previous editions
Introduction
Scale up is a special program created by the government.
Its purpose is to support startups by facilitating their
cooperation with large corporations. This action helps in the
development and financing of new companies, and at the
same time allows the implementation and design of
innovative solutions in corporations. The duration of the
above-presented project is about six months.
Here are some of the most known corporations that have
participated in previous editions:
¾ Tauron Polska Energia S.A.
¾ Grupa Azoty Energia S.A.
¾ ES – System S.A.
¾ Astor
¾ Grupa Maspex Sp. z o. o. Sp. k.
¾ Bank 6SyáG]LHOF]\ w Toruniu
¾ Polimer Sp. z o. o.
This program does not require startups to have their own
contribution, and even, mostly, offers financial support in the
amount of PLN 200,000.
The main industries that can participate in the Scale Up
program are:

No.
applications

No.
interviews

No.
accepted

I Edition

329

61

23

dition
II Edition

278

62

23

AL
TOTAL

607

123

46

Conclusion

To sum up, the Scale Up program significantly facilitates the
development and maintenance of startups on the market. The
requirements necessary for the application are not excessive, it is
enough to be a young, innovative company operating in the
indicated industries. Profits that can be achieved through
participation in the program are not only financial support, but
also knowledge, experience, business contacts, as well as access
FOODTECH/
LOGISTICS
IIOT/AR
FINTECH
BIOTECHNOLO
GY
to the technological resources of large enterprises. The results of
previous editions show that the number of startups registered to
participate in the program is high, but only 61/62 enterprises go to
Processs stages
the second stage, and 23 units are finally selected to take part in
To apply to the program, each of the interested startups should: the Scale Up program. Statistics show that this program has
helped 10.5% startups to attract investors immediately after
implementation, so they have an almost immediate guarantee for
• Complete the application
financial support also after the program. 31.5% of startups acquire
form
STEP 1
customers immediately after implementation, so they do not have
to worry about the nearest future of the company, because the
number of clients will increase, which gives more and more
• Project presentation
opportunities for development and staying on the market. 24% of
STEP 2
companies participating in the program also obtained additional
funds for their activities, thanks to which they could afford to buy
the latest equipment and develop the unit.
• Receipt of project financing
STEP 3

up to PLN 200,000

Bibliography
hy:


STEP 4

• If necessary, use expert
advice

STEP 5

• Start working on
implementing the project








https://www.parp.gov.pl/component/site/site/connect-scale-up
access from 14.03.20
https://mitefcee.org/ access from 14.03.20
https://www.startup.pfr.pl/pl/program/scale-kpt-scale/ access from
14.03.20
http://scaleup.kpt.krakow.pl/ access from 14.03.20
https://scaleup.polskaprzedsiebiorcza.pl/ access from 14.03.20
https://mamstartup.pl/tag/scale-up access from 14.03.20
https://businessinsider.com.pl/firmy/zarzadzanie/scale-up-wynikiakceleracji-dla-startupow-wsrod-korporacji/g1n9req access from
14.03.20

Scale up as an opportunity for startups
K. Wojnar, P. Wójcik
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From fun to success
J. Spyrka, K. Stach, D. Świerczek
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THE MAIN CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS
RESULTING FROM CONVERTING START-UP INTO A CORPORATION.
During moving from Start-up to
Corporation, companies are facing many
difficulties.
Despite this, growth is the main goal
of start-up. Without the convert,
enterprise remains
as a small business.
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START-UP:

CHALLENGES THAT COMPANIES
HAVE TO DEAL WITH:
Being the visionary
Coping With Market Competition
Adapting to market transformations
The Founding Team'sb inefficiencyb
leading tob broke workflow
Allocating Marketing Resources
Motivating Employees
Dealing with the unknown
Decision-making
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IN DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
SHOULD FOCUS ON:
PEOPLE
PEOPLE ARE
COMPANY’S FOUNDATION. IT’S IMPORTANT
TO INVEST IN RECRUITMENT PROCESS AND
TRAININGS.
EXECUTION
CHANGING
ROLE OF ENTREPRENEUR. DELEGATING TASKS,
GOAL SETTING AND MEASURING EFFECTS.

CORPORATION

MORE
DIVERSIFIED
REVENUE
STREAMS

POLITICAL
CLOUT

MORE
OPPORTUNITIES

SET POLICIES
AND
PROCEDURES

DIFFICULTY IN
TRANSFERRING
OWNERSHIPb

EXCESSIVE
TAX
FILINGS

STRATEGY
IN STRATEGY
BUILDING PROCESS IMPORTANT IS CUSTOMER
NEEDS ANALYSIS AND STANDING OUT FROM
THE COMPETITION.

CASH
LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT, REASONABLE
SPENDING MONEY AND ESTIMATING A RISK.

Bibliography:Alton L., 5 Competitive Advantages Startups Have Over Big Businesses, 2015 [w:] www.entrepreneur.com (dostÛp:12.03.2020).;Mlodawski W., Od startup'u do korporacji - czyli sztuka skalowania
biznesu, 2016 [w:] www.marketingibiznes.pl (dostep: 10.03.2020)

The main challenges and benefits resulting from converting start-up into a corporation
J. Trąbka, A. Zegiel
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ECONOMIES
OF SCALE

DOUBLE
TAXATION
OF THE
INCOME

PERCEIVED
EMPLOYMENT
STABILITY
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How to achieve success?
K. Klimek, M. Broszkiewicz
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Startup… how are they supported?
K. Czarczyńska
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A recipe for a unicorn: what do billion
dollar startups have in common?
ǣǡǡÏ

Introduction

Results

The purpose of our work was to compare the
general features of existing unicorn startups and
to analyze which factors increase the chances of
building a successful company. We were aiming
to check if there is a set of general features that
boosts the startup’s chances of becoming a
unicorn.

COUNT OF EXISTING UNICORNS BY
LOCATION
2%

Asia

36%
49%

One of the reasons behind the rapid growth of
unicorns is adopting a fast-growing strategy
called get big fast (GBF) strategy for startups.
GBF is a strategy where a startup is focused on
rapid development mostly by cutting prices.
This procedure allows us to gain an advantage
in market share.
To obtain unicorn status companies are using
technological advancements. With the broad
access to social media, startups have the ability
to expand their business faster than ever.
Also, many unicorns bolster their businesses by
buying out technology and business models
from large public companies rather than
creating them themselves.

In this poster, our attention is focused on
currently existing unicorn startups. We have
compared them in terms of industry,
geographic location, size of profit achieved. It
has been analyzed whether on the basis of such
basic and general features we are able to select
the set of features that enhances startup
chances to become a unicorn. Due to the space
limitation presented charts are only a part of the
analysis, we have mentioned some more details
in conclusions. This work is created based on
data from cbinsights.com. Available data has
been developed, presented graphically and
analyzed by our team.

North America
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12%
South America

COUNT OF UNICORNS BY INDUSTRY
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Some of the unicorn features include:
using modern technologies, especially
Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT),
short period of activity (usually up to 5 years),
searching for or having a repetitive, scaled and
profitable business model,
operations in high-risk conditions,
the pursuit of rapid growth.

Methods

Australia
Europe

1%

What does the term unicorn mean?
A unicorn startup is a privately held startup
company that is worth more than 1 billion
dollars. The term became popular a few years
ago, it has been first coined in 2013 by Aileen
Lee. The mythical animal was meant to
represent the statistical rarity of such successful
ventures. However, extremely successful
startups are not as rare now as they used to be
back in 2013.

COUNT OF UNICORNS BY YEAR JOINED
Africa

0%

Conclusions
It was not a surprise that the majority of successful startups were established in either the USA or China.
Statistics show that other countries that might offer a favorable environment for building a startup are UK
(24 unicorns), Germany (12), India (20) and South Korea (12).
Most of the UK-based unicorns are in the fintech industry (10). UK is broadly known as one of the financial
European capitals (London City), with its excellent educational base (LSE, Oxford, headquarters of CIMA
and ACCA) and large experience in the banking sector it is undoubtedly a location worth considering when
starting a financial company. There is no leading industry among German startups, Germany might be
considered a safe environment in general due to a variety of startup acceleration programs (eg. German
Accelerator) and a stable economy.
When looking at diagrams showing the count and valuation of unicorns by industry, there are four main
leaders: AI, e-commerce, fintech, internet software and services. While the development of e-commerce
was responsible for unicorns growth in 2014-2016, the rise observed in 2017-2019 was the era of IT and
fintech. One of the possible reasons is that building a startup in those industries does not require any
expensive infrastructure, it is mostly based on highly qualified human resources. There is always a risk
involved in starting a new company. When it is not necessary to invest heavily in the beginning it makes
people more eager to try. Another possible reason for the rise of IT unicorns started in 2017 is a fast
development and growing demand for the robotic process automation and IoT solutions.
To sum up, there are features that enhance chances of building a successful startup: there are certain
locations and industries that give better chances to succeed, it is also important to choose the right
moment in time.

12th International Scientific Conference
of the College of Management and Quality Sciences
of the Cracow University of Economics

A recipe for a unicorn: what do billion dollar startups have in common
B. Mordarska, S. Szrajber, M. Wojsław
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)URPVWDUWXSWRFRUSRUDWLRQ
Q
Goal

This presentation aims to
compare and
distinction between startups and corporation.

Corporation is a type of social
organization with legal
personality, whose members are
an important element, otherwise
the corporation doesn·t exist.

Start-up is an organization or
an innovative enterprise that
is looking for a business
model that gives it profitable
growth.

Differences between start up and
corporation

Start-up

Characteristic features:
innovation and uncertainty.
Services or products must be
innovative, revealing and
hitherto unknown to the
consumer.

Hierarchy does·t exist,
promotion is possible

No stabilization. Building
market position is
associated with the
changing situation of the
company

Limited benefits

Bibliography:
1.K. Mikoųajczyk, D.
Nawojczyk, ÅStartup po
polsku. Jak zaųoǏyđ i
rozwinČđ dochodowy
ebiznesµ
2.K.A.WaƑniewski,µDecy
zje inwestycyjne
wspóųczesnej korporacji
– dylematy
racjonalnoƑciµ
3.A. Skala, ÅStartupy.
Wyzwanie dla
zarzČdzania i edukacji
przedsiħbiorczoƑciµ
2018.

Conclusions
In summary, start-ups and corporations, despite the fact that
they are enterprises and their main goal is to grow and earn
money, they differ. Their structure, philosophy and approach
to the employee are radically different. This is due to the
differences in their size. Start-ups offers the opportunity to
perform tasks independently and creatively. Corporations
operate according to specific schemes and rules while
maintaining stability and pursuing the employee's goal.

Differences between start-up and corporation
K. Kazienko, K. Krzyściak, J. Lekarczyk
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Corporation

There is a hierarchy and
rigid rules and principles

Work stabilization

A wide package of benefits

The corporation has many
branches in different countries
(international organization).
These facilities may differ from
one another in terms of the
number of employees. It consists
of many departments (HR,
Accounting, Facilities).

Klaudia Kazienko
Kinga KrzyƑciak
Julianna Lekarczyk

TO CORPORATION

FROM STARTUP
How do small company grow into a big company?
A. Wróbel, M. Wójcik, K. Podlasek
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In order to present the path from startup to
corporation, we propose to utilize Verne
Harnish's theory. It portrays the development
of the company at its different stages using
references to animals. The theory also
determines four areas of focus for the
management.

People: the organization is created by people. You need to invest
in recruitment and recruit the best specialists regardless of the
price. Investing in employees is equally important.
Strategy: should be simple. It is important to include SWOT analysis,
industry average, company mission and values, goals and market analysis.
You should know what makes the company stand out and what it provides
to its clients.
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A small part of mice
becomes the so-called
,,gazelles". Becoming a
gazelle should be a
priority for every mouse. It
is a phase of rapid growth.

Also, as illustrated below, the
owner has to accept the fact
that, at some point during that
journey, he will have to step
back from being the part of
the company's daily
operations.

rp

The most important conclusion is that to be successful in the
long journey from startup to corporation, startups must be
very consistent and determined taking care of the 4 aspects:
people, strategy, execution and cash. This path is not easy,
but the possible prize is worth the effort.

or

Cash: the company cannot stand without it. The company should avoid unnecessary
expenses and have savings, preferably for a minimum of 2 months in which it would not
generate much revenue. It is also important to collect payments from customers as soon as
possible and that each purchase is thought out.

n?

Execution: presents the leader as a person who runs the company and people should not get
him involved in their daily duties. Thanks to this, he can look at the business and future of the
company from a broad perspective. The responsibilities of the leader include building
relationships, market research, interaction with customers and designing new products.

Most companies start as small and
remain so. However, some startups "mice" - grow rapidly and ultimately
achieve great success.

"Elephants" are the largest
companies - corporations.
Finally, some gazelles join
this group.

Characteristics of business-owner relation at each stage of startup development.
*Orange planet represents the owner

A Strzelecka O KamiĆska A Majcher
From startup to… corporation?
A. Strzelecka, O. Kamińska, A. Majcher
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ڈٻکڪڤگڜڭڪګڭڪڞٻڪگٻګڰڈگڭڜگڮٻڨڪڭڡ
ښڠڮڤڭګڭڠگکڠٻڭڰڪڴٻګڪڧڠڱڠڟٻڪگٻڲڪڣ
ښ
START-UP
CORPORATE CHARACTERISTICS:
CHARACTERISTICS:
9ENTITY CONDUCTING BUSINESS
ACTIVITY
9INDEPENDENCE
9INNOVATION
9SOLUTION TO AN EXISTING
PROBLEM
9UNCERTAINTY
9RISK RELATED TO THE NEW
MARKET

9VERY LARGE COMPANY OPERATING ON THE GLOBAL
MARKET
9EMPLOYING A LARGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
9USUALLY HAS LEGAL PERSONALITY
9THE CORPORATION EARNS A LOT OF INCOME
9PRODUCTS ARE MUCH ADVERTISED AND KNOWN ON THE
MARKET
9CONTROLS THE MARKET IN WHICH IT OPERATES
9 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
9 MODERN PRODUCTS
9 WELL-ORGANIZED STRUCTURES

MOTIVATION
EVERYONE WHO SETS UP A COMPANY MUST
BE MOTIVATED TO ACT. DREAMS OF
DEVELOPMENT, BIG MONEY AND BREAKING
THE MONOTONY ARE NOT ENOUGH! DO YOU
WANT TO ACHIEVE SOMETHING? DO
SOMETHING ! EVEN IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE YOU
WILL SUCCEED OR OTHERS TELL YOU THE
SAME THING. MOTIVATION WILL HELP TO
COMBINE PASSION WITH BUSINESS.

BUSINESS IDEA
THE FIRST RULE OF SUCCESS IS DO WHAT YOU
LIKE! WITHOUT IT YOU HAVE NO CHANCE TO
ACHIEVE DEVELOPMENT. THINK: DOES THE
BUSINESS FOR WHICH YOU HAVE AN IDEA
OCCUR WHERE YOU WANT TO RUN IT? YES?
SO THE QUESTION IS: WILL YOU DO IT
BETTER? BUSINESS MUST BE IN LINE WITH
CUSTOMER NEEDS. SHOULD ATTRACT
INTEREST.

BUSINESS FINANCING
WHEN YOU STOP BEING A DREAMER AND
BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR YOU HAVE TO
THINK ABOUT HOW TO FINANCE YOUR
BUSINESS.
AFTER STARTING A BUSINESS, YOU MUST
MAINTAIN IT. THE BUSINESS CAN BE FINANCED
BY SAVINGS, LOANS, INVESTORS OR
SUBSIDIES.

MARKETING
MARKETING IS THE ONLY CHANCE TO EARN
MONEY. AFTER STARTING A BUSINESS, ONLY
YOU KNOW ABOUT IT. NOWADAYS,
FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER IS THE KEY
TO SUCCESS! BEFORE YOU INVEST IN
BUSINESS, THINK ABOUT ITS ADVERTISING.

LAW
ALL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES MUST BE
CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW.
YOU MUST CHOOSE ONE OF THE LEGAL
FORMS

HUMAN RESOURCES
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT THINGS WHEN
STARTING A BUSINESS IS TO CREATE A TEAM.
IT WOULD BE HARD TO DO IT ALONE. IT IS
IMPORTANT THAT TEAM MEMBERS ARE
CAREFULLY SELECTED. PEOPLE MUST BE
LOYAL AND HELPFUL. YOU MUST BE SURE
THEY ARE TRUSTWORTHY. SOMETIMES YOU
NEED TO OUTSOURCE OR HIRE CO-WORKERS.

DEVELOPMENT
THE NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT IS VERY
IMPORTANT TO STAY ON THE MARKET. THE
GOAL OF DEVELOPMENT IS TO INCREASE THE
QUALITY OF SERVICES OFFERED BY THE
COMPANY. YOU HAVE TO GO WITH THE TIMES.
CUSTOMER NEEDS ARE CONSTANTLY
CHANGING.
YOU NEED TO OUTSOURCE OR HIRE COWORKERS.

AS YOU CAN SEE, STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS INVOLVES MANY STAGES. SOME OF THESE STAGES ARE EASY FOR INNOVATORS TO
ACHIEVE, UNFORTUNATELY, IN MANY CASES, YOU NEED TO SEEK OUTSIDE HELP TO DEVELOP YOUR WINGS.A CAREER IN A LARGE
CORPORATION COMBINES MANY ADVANTAGES. THE MOST IMPORTANT OF THESE IS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DEVELOPMENT.
CORPORATIONS OFTEN OPEN THE DOOR TO TRAINEES BY CREATING INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS, WHICH IS RARE IN START-UPS. THUS, THE
CORPORATION ALLOWS . IN START-UPS, YOU DECIDED ABOUT HOW YOUR JOB LOOKS LIKE. IN START-UPS, A FRIENDLY OFFICE
ENCOURAGES YOU TO WORK EVERY DAY, ESPECIALLY SINCE IT IS DESIGNED ACCORDING TO OUR OWN RULES, NOT A VISION IMPOSED
FROM THE HEADQUARTERS OF A COMPANY LOCATED AT THE USING THE KNOWLEDGE GAINED IN COLLEGE IN PRACTICEOTHER END OF
EUROPE OR THE WORLD.
Barbara Rojek, Agnieszka Kurbiel, Sylwia Jurkowska

From start-up to corporation - how to develop your enterprise
B. Rojek, A. Kurbiel, S. Jurkowska
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This presentation aims at comparing and
differentiating two forms of enterprise
which are start-up and corporation.

A start-up is an enterprise or project whose
primary goal is to launch an innovative product
or service on the market. Its characteristic
features are the lack of a specific business
model and managing the business in conditions
of extreme uncertainty.

)URPVWDUWXSWRFRUSRUDWLRQ
0DLQGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQ
VWDUWXSDQGFRUSRUDWLRQ
6WDUWXS

The start-up term is usually used in the
technology or IT industry.
The main areas of activity of star-ups are:
- IT
- e-commerce
- mobile applications 

Lauching a start-up is associated with significant
risk and the possibility of failure. It is mainly
related to seeking and developing an effective
business model and the uncertainty that the
actions taken will not meet specific market
needs.

&RUSRUDWLRQ

No hierarchy, quick
promotion possibilities

The hierarchy and
organizational structure
are rigid

Variable situation related
to building the start-up
position on the market

Work stabilization

Quite limited and
unusual benefits

Larger benefit packages

High independence
related to broadening
knowledge and acquiring
new skills

Less independence

Main differences between startup and corporation
K. Juszczuk, T. Kuś, M. Piaskowski
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Taking all those factors into consideration, start-up and corporation are
different forms of enterprise which vary in a significat way. Due to its
flaxible and non-hierarchical structure, start-up may be better form of
business for creative people who need to launch an innovative or
a completely new product or service. It is at high risk of failure, though.
Corporation, on the other hand, would be a better form for businesses
with a developed position on the market and for professionals who
prefer stabilization and specific career path.

Startup and corporation
cooperation
New technologies make the current model of functioning of global corporations
inefficient and not very competitive. In the face of breakthrough innovations that change
existing ones and create new markets, corporations are beginning to open themselves
to cooperation with new entities. Under the concept of open innovations, large
companies are increasingly looking towards young technology startups.

STARTUP

CORPORATION

Corporations recognize that innovation is
important to their business because they
can conquer new markets. The fresh
approach of startups to competition and
operations in various markets helps
corporations stay in a dynamically
developing environment where traditional
models are not able to fully adapt. While
the new dynamic entity enters the
corporate structure, ideas, styles of
operation, and work organization, as well
as approaches to processes, are
confronted. This teaches corporate
employees to differently think and look at
challenges.

New enterprises that start operating on
the market have problems staying on this
market. This is due to a lack of
confidence in the new brand and new
product, and thus insufficient cash for
further development. Innovative
solutions proposed by start-ups usually
carry a significant risk that a beginner
may not be able to handle it. Thanks to
cooperation with corporations, startups
have a greater chance of success,
because they gain the market for their
products and services, technological
knowledge, which results in business
growth and financial benefits.

CONCLUSION

In the modern world, efficiency is not enough to be a leading entrepreneur on the
market. Corporations are increasingly aware that only by investing in innovation are they
able to maintain a strong position of the company and meet the expectations of
customersIn the modern world, efficiency is not enough to be a leading entrepreneur on
the market. Corporations are increasingly aware that only by investing in innovation are
they able to maintain a strong position of the company and meet the expectations of
customers.
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Startup and corporation cooperation
I. Szmalec, K. Więcek, M. Urbanek
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From startup to corporation
WHAT IS A STARTUP?
It’s an organization
created to seek a
repeatable and scalable
business model.
FEATURES
Startup should be formulated
in such a way as to enable the
conquest of new markets and
to guarantee the development
of the unit in accordance with
the assumptions of the
business model and plans of
owners or investors.
EXAMPLE OF A STARTUP
Hyper Poland is a startup
that is to build the Polish
Hyperloop. Magnetic railway
system that is to develop

the speed of sound in
special tunnels. Hyperloop
is supposed to enable
travel, e.g. from Krakow to
Gdansk in 35 minutes. The
goal is to develop speeds in
excess of 1000 km/h.
Przemyslaw Paczek is the
President of Hyper Poland.

and to become a larger
company. A corporation is a
stable, profit-oriented
organization. It can have a
major impact on society.
Many of the current
corporations could initially
be called startups e.g.
Facebook.
CONCLUSION

CORPORATION AND
STARTUP - DIFFERENCES
Startup is a young company
that offers an innovate
product or service. Its aim is
to popularize a certain idea

From startup to corporation
K. Atłas, K. Chmarzyński
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If the company has a good
idea and is able to
implement appropriate
actions, it is able to
achieve success. Over
time, it can expand its
reach, thanks to which it
can transform a startup
into a corporation.
.DWDU]\QD$WãDV
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Is every company a start-up?
Poster authors want to present the idea and characteristic
features for organization in
early stage of development called start-up. The article is about
giving a definition and
fundamental differences between start-up and all others newly
created companies in business
terms.

Where to look for the essence of start-up functioning?
The keyword in considerations is latin ŝŶŶŽǀĂƚŝŽ ƚŚĂƚŵĞĂŶƐƌĞŶĞǁĂůŽƌĐŚĂŶŐĞ͘
Implementing change in real life is associated with benefiting and improving social or
economic life solutions. Precursor introducing the concept of innovation theory in business
field became an Austrian economist Joseph Shumpeter, while researching how technical
innovations impact on the economy. Schumpeter presents the possibility of achieving a
competitive position and creating a new trend on a given market, by implementing
innovations in products, production methods and used technology, researching new markets
and new organization of ongoing processes. Theoretician assumptions show that the
entrepreneur - innovator is exposed to imitation by the competition by making changes and
that will result in dissemination of solutions with simultaneous economic growth of the whole
environment. Imitation in this case has a positive effect on economic growth and knowledge
commercialization. The transformation of the entire market forces him to look for solutions
and new research to improve existing process.

Start-up characteristics
The start-up term from English has not yet had its equivalent in Polish, but the sense
of the word is a relatively young company without a stable and shaped business model.
Characteristic features indicating the possibility of being defined as start-up are:
භ no specific and stable business model,
භ early stage of development,
භ Using innovations with high growth potential in a short time.
Other definitions also indicate a temporary organizations seeking its own business
path while working in extreme uncertainty conditions. Start-ups can be characterized by
their lack of operations history, low or no income, dependence of the entity superior
financing the project or high failure risk (44% start-ups falls within 3 years). You should also
pay attention to the generated losses that are associated with investments and customer
acquisition attempts in initial phase.

Importance for the economy
By constituting only a small percentage for the entire economy, start-ups exert an
unbelievably high influence on its development. Research conducted in the United States
shows that 2/3 new workplaces are start-up offers. A similar case is related to the introduced
innovations where companies in the early stages of development became prototypes for
changes in global corporations often subsequently being bought out to form a department in
larger unit. The largest increase is recorded in countries where the percentage of creating
new companies based on technology development is highest. Market trends show that
enterprises that are in the early stages development have a better chance of introducing
radical changes and pointing to new market development directions than well established
entities. It is caused by their tendency to risk taking in cases with small possible losses. On a
global wave start-up trend, from countries outside the USA, Israel is doing the best, while
having the most listed companies on the US stock market.
Bibliography:
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The purpose of the poster is to
explain what startup is and
what goals it has and show
that Polish startups, guided by
innovative thinking, have
gained popularity around the
world. They have long since
left the startup phase, but they
maintain their assumptions, it
means they think innovatively.
Both Glov and Booksy have
built an innovative brand.
Thanks to this, they are getting
bigger every year and can be
called corporations.

A startup is a young company
founded by one or more
entrepreneurs to develop a
unique product or service and
bring it to market.

The goal of
sƚĂƌƚƵƉƐ is to gain
a new market for
their products
and achieve
global success at
a fast pace with
low financial
outlays.
GLOV is a company
that sells innovative
makeup removal
products and home
SPA products.
Today, GLOV is a
globally recognized
brand and it all
began as with any
real startup in the
founder's homes.

To sum up, Polish
startups are doing very
well. They bring together
clients from all over the
world and are constantly
developing. Therefore,
they more and more
produce goods and
create more jobs.

Booksy is a website for
booking services in the
health&beauty sector. The
application can be
downloaded directly to the
phone or visit the Booksy
website.

Klaudia ƌŽƑ, Natalia Hajduk, Magdalena Domalik

Polish startups have power
K. Broś, N. Hajduk, M. Domalik
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Start up
COMPANY DEVELOPMENT STAGE
With the help of the poster we want to show how a start-up can positively affect a company during its operation.
It can be a stage that will bring a lot of good for the company. One of the main reasons why you should start your
own startup is that you do not need to have large financial outlays. All you need is a good idea development,
finding a way to present it well, and knowing where and how to look for financial support.

Definition of Start-up
Start-up is a temporary organization in the early stages of
the life cycle, "created to look for a repetitive and scalable business
model." Scalability here means a relatively proportional increase in
market share, and thus a multiplication of cash invested by VC funds
or Business Angels.

One of the main advantages of a start-up is the low entry
threshold - in most cases setting up such an activity does not require any
initial capital. It also means that anyone can start a new business model,
regardless of experience or amount of accumulated capital.
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Features of a start-up enterprise
-low costs start of business
-increased risk than standard ventures
-increased return on investment compared to standard ventures
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In our opinion, start-up is the perfect solution for people who decide to start a career in the business world. Establishing this type of company does not
require any initial capital. We think it is a perfect solution for young people who have a business idea but do not have the resources. Just remember
that your determination and the right approach are the key factors for a successful startup.It is better to try to fail than not to try at all.
Many successful entrepreneurs have failed and that's how they came across the recipe for success.

Authors: Andľelika KÛdzior
MaĄgorzata OleksiĆska
Marlena Dopnik

Start-up. Company development stage
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STARTUP vs CORPORATE
WHAT IS BETTER FOR A JOB SEEKER?

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT
A

LEVEL OF INDEPENDENCE

PROS&CONS of Startups

PROS&CONS of Corporation
PR

н
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HAVE YOU DECIDED?
Both startups and corporations have many advantages when it comes to choose your career path. It seems the better option
for a young soul is to work at a startup. As you are not just a „number”, you can stand out with creativity and have impact on
the company and its projects with your ideas. Thanks to casual environment, it is easier for young people to find themselves at
the office. When the person who is looking for a job is matured, experienced and wants stability, the better option is to choose
corporation. Working on high-end projects in stable company allows you to better use your experience and potential.

Startup vs Corporate. What is better for a job seeker?
A. Marzec, K. Nawara, K. Morga
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The aim of the poster is the presentation of the transition from startup to corporation.

STARTUP
MAINLY SMALL
BUSINESSES
NEED FOR EXTERNAL
FINANCING
PRESENT ON THE MARKET
FOR A SHORT PERIOD
EXPOSURE TO CHANGING
ENVIRONMENT

Transition
from startup to
corporation
1.
2.

INNOVATION
USE OF NEW
TECHNOLOGIES
3. QUICK TRANSFORMATION
INTO AN ESTABLISHED
COMPANY (UP TO 5 YEARS)
4. EXPOSURE TO HIGH RISK
AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT
5.
SEEKING THE WAY
FOR A QUICK
DEVELOPMENT

corporation
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL
AND HIGH RETURN ON
SALES RATIO
STRONG AND
ESTABLISHED MARKET
POSITION
CONSIDERABLE
INFLUENCE ON THE
ENVIRONMENT

Conclusion: It takes a lot of self-discipline to transform a startup into a corporation. It is the good idea and
continuous striving for further development of the business that can turn a small company into corporation
some day.
Byrska Paulina

Goryl MaĄgorzata

Transition from startup to corporation
P. Byrska, M. Goryl, A. Pietruszewska
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Pietruszewska Anna

The graphic is designed to show how to get customers using internet and mobile channel.

Increasing customer value
Gaining customers
Newer or richer
versions of the product

Activation

Product tying

Blogs, e-mails

Next-selling

Customer
retention

Up-selling

Gaining

Active contact
programs

Recommendation

Free and paid
advertising

Loyality programs

Competitions, events

The customer acquisition plan and tactics can change many times because they consist of many experiments during market verification.
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How to gain customers
A. Jawor, A. Pająk, P. Tarsa
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FROM STARTUP TO CORPORATION

/ĚĞĂ
Business starts with
the idea. At this point,
ask yourself two
questions: “What
problem am I able to
solve?” and “Does my
proposed solution solve
it effectively?” Are your
answers clear? Perfect!
Now it is time to start
testing your idea.

^ƚĂƌƚƵƉ
The business
is already born
and now exists legally.
Services or products
are in production.
The main challenge
is to not go bankrupt
through little cash.
Focus on establishing
a customer base,
concentrate on
market presence,
and conserving cash
flow.

'ƌŽǁƚŚ ĂŶĚƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ
Customers and revenues are increasing with many new
opportunities and issues. Effective management and a
new business plan are now your priorities. The company
has loyal customers and startup life has become more
routine. Stay focused on the bigger view! You work hard
but the marketplace is competitive. Concentrate on
improvement and productivity. To compete in an
established market, you will require better business
practices along with outsourcing and automation to
improve productivity. It is time to hire specialists for each
channel and give them the resources necessary to
execute.

ǆƉĂŶƐŝŽŶĂŶĚDĂƚƵƌĞ
Extremely successful growth allows startups to become
corporations. This leads to a new period of growth,
new markets, and distribution channels. This is definitely
your choice. Do you want to gain a larger market share
and find new revenue and profit channels? Never forget
about your existing experience and capabilities, the business
should be based on what you really know. Growth is never
done, but sales and profits have to be stable. However,
competition remains fierce. Add new products or services to
existing markets or expand existing startup into new markets
and customer types. Find business partners and Investors.
Consult with your accountant and financial advisors for
the best tax strategy. Have you realized that the startup is
now a corporation?

As long as you do not reach the product-market-fit, change the idea!

From startup to corporation. Mission – vision – strategy
W. Kaca, K. Ochmański, H. Olech
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The Business Model Canvas as a strategic tool for designing
innovative business models – the case of Airbnb Inc.
Karolina SoĄtysik

Introduction

The concept of Business Model Canvas

Although there is no universal definition of business model innovation,
almost all researchers and practitioners agree that the focus on
business model innovation has increased dramatically over the last
couple of years. A unique business model is nowadays a source of a
sustainable competitive advantage and companies that aim to
monopolize their industries should place a premium on finding a novel
way of conducting a business – sometimes by simply changing one of
the components of traditional business model. This is the first step in
the disruption process.

Business models in global competition must be focused not only on
processes inside the firm. Companies should look outside their boundaries
for concepts and ideas to bring in or needs for internal solutions to be
licensed. There have been many concepts and classifications of business
models but the first one to characterize the open business paradigm was
Business Model Canvas (BMC) developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur in
2010 (Bonazzi & Zilber, 2014, p. 622). BMC was defined as a model used by
companies to create, deliver and capture value from the processes that
may occur as both ‘outside in’, i.e.b bringing in external ideas, technologies
and intellectual property, or ‘inside out’, i.e. selling or licensing them
outside of a firm. In this context, The Business Model Canvas consists of
nine building blocks that easily define and communicate a business idea of
a company and describe the rationale of how an organization works. The
segments of BMC are presented in the table below.

The definition and importance of a business model
The term ‘business model’ has become prominent in recent years and
led to a lot of publications. Many authors try to understand this
concept by defining two underlying terms: ‘business’ and ‘model’.
Business can be described as a set of activities performed by an entity
in order to deliver value to customers – they all involve financial,
commercial and industrial aspects and the main goal of any business is
to make a profit. Model, on the other hand, is a systematic description
of an object or a process that shares its important characteristics.
Therefore, by putting these elements together, business model can be
defined as ‘a conceptual tool containing a set of objects, concepts and
their relationships with the objective to express the business logic of a
specific firm’ (Osterwalder, Pigneur & Tucci, 2005, p. 3). Today’s global
business environment has created a dynamic business context, where
most businesses are compelled to learn how to use their business
models as a tool to gain competitive advantage over international
competitors. Therefore, discussing capabilities and strategies through
business model is necessary for value creation and can help to reduce
complexity of business processes to an understandable level and
improve performance in a long term.

Source: adapted from Bonazzi, F., & Zilber, M. (2014) Innovation and Business Model: a case study about
integration of Innovation Funnel and Business Model Canvas, Review Business Management, 16 (53).

An overview of Airbnb
Airbnb describes itself as ‘a trusted
community marketplace for people to list,
discover
and
book
unique
accommodations around the world’
(Gerwe & Frojan, 2017, p. 3). It is an
American home rental company based in
2008 in San Francisco that allows ordinary
people to list their private accommodation
spaces for the widest audience of tourists
through its platform. Initially the idea was
to create a website to provide airbeds for
special events all across the United States
and give travelers a chance to network
with hosts and other people participating
in an event. Now, the website offers a wide
range of accommodation, from a shared
room to a luxury villa, giving an opportunity
to making some extra money from renting
out private spaces and meeting interesting
people.

Canvas Model for Airbnb
BMC is a great tool to have a holistic view of business structure of Airbnb. It provides a full insight on how
the platform generates income and helps to understand the importance of implementing the crucial
tactic – providing home listings at a global scale. The segments of Airbnb’s business model are depicted
in a visual chart below.

Conclusions

The platform takes full advantage of its
market potential and owes its great
success to its innovative business model
capturing value through open innovation
practices has a huge impact on the
company's performance
Business Model Canvas can be a great
tool used to assess different aspects of
operations and implement a successful
strategy.

Source: own work based on Gerwe, O., & Frojan, M. (2017). Airbnb: Disrupting the Hotel Industry? IE Business School, 317-0270.
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